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JMU losing
$330,000
from empty
dorm spaces
by Matt Warner
staff writer
JMU has lost more than $330,000 this year
because of the number of students moving off
campus, according to JMU's director of residence
life.
In the 1991-92 academic year, 274 students
moved off campus. This year, 174 students have left
campus since the fall.
"The decline [in the number of on-campus
students] from last year to this year is dramatic," Jim
McConnel said.
A factor in the declining occupancy and return
rates of students is a low satisfaction among students
with residence hall living conditions, he said.
A residence life survey last year indicated low
satisfaction with maintenance repair, housekeeping,
laundry facilities and study space, McConnel said.
Freshman Huffman Hall resident Joy Easley said,
"The laundry facilities could be better. There's never
quite enough of them. And the dryers never seem to
get your clothes dry."
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by Sara Hammel
senior writer
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An alternative
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Swimming to the title
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CAA titles over the weekend/19
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June Dimick lives in this house near Harrisonburg with her husband, Leroy, and their
eight children. Previously, the Dimicks were forced to live in an abandoned bus while
they worked to save enough money to buy land for a trailer.

Former homeless family moves up
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The windows are boarded up and the paint is
chipped, but the sagging house is the best source of
heat and shelter a formerly homeless family of 10 has
had in a long time.
Leroy and June Dimick, a formerly homeless
couple, were profiled in a November issue of The
Breeze. Since then, the Dimicks and their eight
children have moved from an abandoned bus into
their friend Dick RandePs house.
Randel and his family have moved into a trailer
owned by his employer.
But the Dimicks won't be in Randel's house for
long if the family's situation continues to improve.
In November they were living in the bus and were
trying to buy a plot of land where they wanted to
park a donated trailer.
Since then a road has been built to the Dimicks'
plot of land and they also are working to get a septic
system.
The Dimicks are approaching their goal of
independence. As soon as Leroy Dimick can-clear
the land, Randel said construction will begin on the

septic system. The work should be completed within
two months, Randel said.
And Leroy Dimick is doing what he can to make
sure it's put in as soon as possible. In the freezing
February temperatures, he spends his Saturday
clearing the wood.
"You're not going to find a harder worker than
Leroy," Randel said. "He gets up with the chickens
and goes to bed with them."
Coatless, wilh only sneakers to protect him from
the mud and slushy snow, Dimick and two other
men steadily work to clear away the thick trees.
Indoors also was frigid Saturday as the rest of the
Dimick family gathered around the wood stove.
June Dimick said she is looking forward to
reaping the benefits from all their hard work and all
the help her family has received. She's also ready to
have her own home again.
"I'm getting pretty exited about moving up onto
the property," June Dimick said.
But she said they won't stop working and
dreaming of more room and more privacy for all die
children.
"There might be the possibility of a bigger house
someday," she said. "It just depends on how things
FAMILY page 2
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Senior Corey Mclntyre, who now
lives in the Sigma Pi fraternity house,
said he didn't get along with the hall
staff.
"I wanted to get out of there pretty
quickly," he said. "You couldn't sit
around your suite and drink or
anything."
Another factor in the declining
numbers, McConnel said, is
competition with off-campus
apartments.
"My understanding is that students
were getting some good price
discounts and were getting added
space and the off-campus choice
tended to be attractive," he said.
Increasing the size of the freshman
class to Fill residence hall space is not
an option, McConnel said, because a
larger student population would crowd
classrooms, dining facilities and the
library.
"We're more concerned with
returning students and transfers," he
said.
The construction of Wampler Hall,
the new residence hall, does not factor
into the room occupancy problem,
McConnel said.
Wampler, due to open in December
1993, is being built to replace bed
space lost when JMU's lease for
Wine-Price Hall expires in May.
McConnel said the loss in revenue
from room fees will be made up by
expense cuts and by postponements of

special projects such as sidewalks,
lighting and the conversion of all JMU
boilers to gas.
"Empty beds will not cause room
rent to go up," he said. But he added,
"Next year the room rent will go up
because of the increasing cost of
inflation."
McConnel said that among other
things, the city's charge for trash
service is slated to go up 167 percent.
To encourage students to move
back on-campus and to let people
know that ORL has a "good product,"
McConnel said, they are attempting to
address student concerns and are
embarking on an advertising
campaign.
In addition to advertisements in The
Breeze, McConnel said, residence life
has spent about $1,000 in posters
urging students to move back on
campus.
Advertising brochures will also be
included with the spring tuition
invoices, he said.
Also, in response to student
requests, residence life has changed its
room sign-up policy to allow groups
of students to sign up for entire suites
in Fredrickson, Chappelear, Hanson,
Ikenberry and Shorts halls.
Before, students could only sign-up
for themselves and one other
roommate.
This policy is an incentive for
students to stay on campus, he said.
They can live with their friends and
won't have to go through endless
room change requests.

Family
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go."
For now, though, she said she's happy her family
is out of the bus.
The only thing stopping the Dimicks from
attaining their short-term goal of a house on property
of their own is the lack of money for a well. But
Randef said he has "faith" that it will be taken care
of.
"Someone will donate the well, or pick up the
expense," Randel said. "It can be done."
But Harrisonburg resident Nelson Swope, who
handles the Dimicks' fund, said, 'There's probably
not enough funds to take care of the well."
Swope has been more of a constant in the
Dimicks' effort and has served in capacities beyond
that of treasurer. He said he got a group of people
together and bought five acres of land, half of which
will be sold to the Dimicks.

JMU VACANCIES
Empty beds on Campus:
Sept. 24,1991 - 29 Over occupancycausing doubles to become triples,
people living in lounges.
Jan. 21,1992-248 empty beds
Sept. 22,1992 -157 empty beds
Jan. 19,1993 - 331 empty beds

Where the empty beds are:
(As of Jan. 19,1993)
81 beds
Bluestone:
Village:
132 beds
42 beds
Hillside:
Lake:
Wise MidTown:

72 beds
4 beds
:331 empty
beds

TARA DELANCY/THE BREEZE

"This land was purchased by three people and
sold at a cheap price," Swope said.
The Dimicks will pay $125 a month on the land,
which Randel said was an amount they can
reasonably afford with eight children to feed.
Randel said the way in which the Dimicks are
acquiring their land could be part of the solution to
homelessness. If people purchase land and sell it
back to low-income families, they "can't lose," he
said.
"Who loses?" Randel asked. "The Dimicks pay
for it — you just put up your signature."
And in the Dimicks' case, the land would have an
added road and septic system, Randel said. But he
said Leroy Dimick will work constantly to make sure
he can pay for the land.
Individual donations have also helped the Dimicks'
plight, including money that came directly from
JMU.
Junior Melanie Anderson, a member of Alpha Chi

Omega sorority, said she saw the Dimicks' story in
The Breeze and wanted to see if her organization
could help.
The sorority held a raffle called Project Dimick.
"We raised over $740, and we dedicated it
towards buying the land to put the trailer on,"
Anderson said.
Residents of the Richmond area also pitched in to
help. According to Swope, about $1,500 was raised
as a result of an article in The Richmond TimesDispatch last Christmas.
But Randel said homelessness is everywhere, and
it won't be eliminated with quick-fixes. He said
people need to believe in those who arc willing to
work hard but don't have the means to purchase land
or housing, and Randel said he's found a way to
start
"Can homelessness be solved?" Randel said.
"Well, all it takes is a signature."
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Equal, First Right engage in 'receptive' discussion
by Peggy Ware
senior writer
Although several students said they
expected it to escalate into an
emotional confrontation, Wednesday's
abortion discussion between JMU's
Equal and First Right remained calm
and, for many in attendance,
productive.
"I was surprised that both sides
were receptive to what one another
had to say," said Shawna Densmore,
co-coordinator of Equal, a group that
supports abortion rights and works for
women's issues.
Lori Firestone, a member of the
anti-abortion and pro-family group
First Right, said, "I think the format
and the idea of sitting people down to
have a discussion instead of a debate
was good, but it was just a start."
Densmore added, "I was impressed
with the Political Science Society for
sponsoring this forum. They did a
good job gearing the discussion away
from an emotional debate towards a
meaningful exchange of opinions."
About 25 students and professors
attended the forum in Keezell Hall.
Participants didn't discuss typical
areas of disagreement over abortion,

JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

Angelia Kinard, a member of the Political Science Society,
discussed sex education shortcomings at the forum.
such as the 24-hour waiting period
and parental notification, but instead
focused on birth control and the need
for more sex education.
"You need to start at ages 10 or 12,
telling women they can be something

without being someone's mother or
lover," said Maureen McCullough, copresident of First Right. "Tell them
that their lives are not a waste, that
they are important."
Densmore agreed. "There are so

many social pressures that influence
kids to have sex. You have to teach
them early on. If we're not willing to
discuss sex at a young age in today's
society, we're putting our kids at a
severe risk."
But not all forum participants
agreed on how and when to educate
children.
Sheena Talbot, co-president of First
Right, said she did not like the idea of
early education.
"Knowledge promotes curiosity,"
she said. "If kids hear about sex and
about using condoms, they'll go out
and do it more."
Other participants said children
already think about sex.
"You can't control kids," said
junior political science major Jennifer
Penney. "They have minds of their
own and they'll use them. You have to
be realistic and educate them early."
Talbot said, "Sex education is not
the problem— it's just not being
used."
But junior international affairs
major Angelia Kinard said, "Sex
education is not working because it's
not being taught properly."
FORUM page 11

POLICE

LOG

by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police report the following:
Destruction of Public Property
• An unknown person reportedly damaged the
door locks on three rooms in Hoffman Hall at
1:58 p.m. Feb. 17.
• An unknown person reportedly damaged a
ceiling light fixture in the Kappa Sigma fraternity
house at 1:49 a.m. Feb. 18.

Destruction of Personal Property
• An unknown person reportedly bent a
windshield wiper and kicked in the door panel,
tail lights and moldings on a vehicle in Z-lot at 1
p.m. Feb. t6

Petty Larceny
• A Magnavox television was reportedly stolen
from the Hoffman Hall lounge between 11:30
p.m. Feb. 16 and 9:15 a.m. Feb. 17.
The television is inscribed with serial number
SN716t5078 and reportedly was forcibly
removed from a secured chain.

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Camera cheers
Members of the JMU cheerleading squad hyped the Dukes' win against the
Richmond Spiders Saturday night for WHSV-TV3 camera operators covering the
away men's basketball game.

Harassing Telephone Call
• A student was charged judicially for allegedly
making a harassing telephone call to an
individual in Wayland Hall at 1:05 a.m. Feb. 17.
According to police, criminal charges are still
pending against the student.

Number of drunk in public charges since Dec.
10:29
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City traffic concerns result in road widening
by Matt Warner
staff writer
The flashing lights and muddy streets on Port
Republic Road near Greek Row won't end until fall,
but by then motorists will have a four-lane road to
travel onto South Main Street, according to city
engineers.
Growing traffic concerns have led to the widening
of Port Republic Road and Route 257, and also
might mean widening Reservoir Street, they said.
Port Republic Road is being widened from two to
four lanes, said Jeff Lineberry, assistant resident
engineer for the Virginia Department of
Transportation. The extra lanes will be between
South Main Street and Interstate 81:
D.L.B. Incorporated, from Hillsville, is the
general contractor in charge of the $1.8 million
project/which is being funded primarily by the state.
The actual construction work began Nov. 2,
Lineberry said, and could be completed as early as
this fall.
"The contractor is on schedule, basically,"
Lineberry said. "He's not behind in his progress."
Harrisonburg resident Tim Tolley, of 217 Port
Republic Rd., said, "I think it'll help.
"Now I have to wait for the traffic to clear to
make a left so I can go into town. But more lanes
will make the traffic clear that much quicker."
But not all residents along the road welcome the
construction work.
"They said they wouldn't cut the trees down, then
they did," said a Port Republic Road resident, who
asked not to be identified.
The resident also said that construction work
damaged a drainage system that drains water from
her basement, which subsequently caused the
basement to flood.

ANN MARIE SCHNEIDER/THE BREEZE

The widening of Port Republic Road could be finished in the fall.
In response, Lineberry said, "If the property
owners are upset during the construction process,
they should gel in touch with this office. We don't
want a bunch of unhappy residents out there.
"There have been some concerns and we've tried
to address those."
Lineberry said the relocation and expansion of
state Route 257, near the 1-81 and Mt. Crawford
interchange, might be completed this fall. Like the
Port Republic Road construction, this project runs
from 1-81 to South Main Street.
The Route 257 project includes constructing new

bridges spanning 1-81 and Cook's Creek, installing a
new traffic signal at the South Main Street
intersection and making the road into a four-lane,
divided highway.
VDOT and the Harrisonburg city planner's office
also are considering a road project to widen
Reservoir Street, said Ed Blackwell, a civil engineer
working at the city engineer's office.
Blackwell said that with the upcoming
construction of the new College of Integrated
Science and Technology, Reservoir Street is
expected to be used more.

PELIVEK
ME

Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second
Pizza At 1/2 Price!
For Delivery Call:
433-4800
For Dine-lnl Carry out Visit
78 South Caiiton St

2485 South Main St.

434-0676

433-1821
^m
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Candidate for lieutenant governor seeks reform

Mike Farris calls for changes in education and decreasing government debt
by Jennifer Overman
stafiwriter

A Republican candidate for Virginia lieutenant
governor spoke to a small group Saturday at
Bridgewater College, focusing on educational reform
and on government debt.
"We don't have a core of people in government
that understand fundamental principles," Mike Farris
said.
As a constitutional lawyer, he said he understands
those principles.
The focus of Farris' discussion was on reforming
education on all levels. "Any problem in the
education area is curable by parental involvement,"
he said.
"You have schools on a constitutional collision
course — on one hand the Supreme Court has
correctly said that no official should prescribe
correct values or orthodox values ... and the schools
by their nature have to deal with matters of opinion
every single day."
To solve the "values crisis," Farris wants to form
community schools, which are schools run by the
parents and not by the state mandates, he said.
This will encourage more competition and better
curriculum, he said.
Educational competition can be achieved by
giving tuition tax credits, eliminating government
strings and encouraging competition, he said.
"American colleges are seen as one of the best in
the world, while American grade schools are the
laughingstock of this world ... but they do have the

potential to be the best," he said.
Although Farris focused on education reform in
the grade school levels, he also said colleges could
improve.
Groups that now evaluate colleges, such as JMU's
Board of Visitors, should make the monetary and
educational decisions for that school because they
are most in touch with that school's needs, he said.
"If they make bad choices the students will vote
with their feet and and go somewhere else," he said.
Jeff Williams, chairman of the CollegeRepublicans at Bridgewater College, said, "I like the
idea of choice, I think it's one of the fundamental
ideas of out whole government, our whole system.
"Without choice you wouldn't have elections and
voting and democracy, period."
Farris also said that an excessive government debt
is unconstitutional.
"I agree with Thomas Jefferson when he said that
it is immoral and unconstitutional to saddle one
generation with the debts of previous generations,"
he said.
Farris said in 1981 Virginia had a $333 million
debt and in 1992 that debt had risen to more than $5
billion.
If this continues, the per capita debt in Virginia
will equal the per capita debt of the federal
government, he said.
To combat Virginia's debt, Farris wants to focus
government spending on important bond issues that
the people want and not spend that money
irresponsibly, although he didn't give specifics as to
what funding he would cut.

I
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MICHELE LUM/THE BREEZE

Mike Farris is running for the Republican
nomination for lieutenant governor of
Virginia.

CbME TO THE NEWS AND FOCUS ON MEETING TODAY
AT 4:30 P.M. IN ANTHONY-SEEGER, ROOM 10
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IN STOCK, NO WAITING !

IBM LAPTOP L40SX
«
W
$1,580.00
4 MB memory, 80386SX (20MHz)processor, 3.5" disk drive
80 MB Hard drive, IBM mouse, LCD display, DOS 5.0,
Microsoft Windows 3.1, Carrying Case, lyr. on-site warranty.
(computer hardwire ind software available to IMU students, faculty and staff only.)

EVERY 22 MINUTES

Friday February 26,1993
MIDNIGHT ONLY!

someone dies in
an alcohol - related crash.
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE.

fflfe>

admission is only a buck fifty!!! ^*£bjr
Anyone who dresses 70's gets a FREE CO
and POPCORN! Sat. Night Fever look- a - like
contest. The top three will win a WXJM 70s gift
pack (gift certificate, XJM T-shirt, and CD's)
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Va. bill calls for suspension of licenses
have their licenses suspended immediately.
The House version would immediately suspend a
suspect's driving privileges for seven days but then
return the license. The Senate plan would replace the
license with a 15-day temporary permit to allow for
appeals, followed by a 90-day suspension. Those
penalties would be credited against suspensions
imposed by a judge under a conviction. The typical
drunken-driving case takes 88 days to come to trial.
If the House plan is adopted, Virginia would join
North Carolina and Maine as the only states to take
licenses without giving temporary replacements. The
Senate version is similar to the way the District of
Columbia, Maryland and 29 other states handle
immediate revocation of licenses.
Courts have upheld such laws because driving is
considered a privilege, not a legal right. Some legal
specialists said the House version might be more

Clinton weighs
proposals for
drops in Bosnia

WATCH
WORLD
ARMED FORCES REDUCTIONS

WASHINGTON — The United States
moved toward deeper intervention in
Bosnia-Herzegovina Saturday as
President Clinton weighed a proposal
from his top advisers to begin airdrops
of humanitarian relief to beseiged
Muslim areas that U.N. convoys have
been unable to reach.
The risky venture over eastern
Bosnia could expose military cargo
planes to ground fire from Serbs
seeking to block food deliveries, U.S.
and U. N. officials have said.
Without an adequate distribution
system on the ground, there was also
no certainty that the aid would reach
its intended targets, officials said. Up
to 100,000 people are in desperate
need of food and medicine in eastern
Bosnia, behind Serb lines, according
to the president of Bosnia.
Senior U.S. officials refused to say
if the cargo planes would have the
protection from U.S. or NATO fighter
planes, that appeared to be necessary
without a clear commitment from Serb
forces not to impede relief efforts.
Meanwhile, the United States
planned to renew its effort in the U.N.
Security Council to persuade reluctant
European allies to approve military
action to enforce a U.N.-imposed "nofly zone" over the war-ravaged
country.
Clinton confirmed his consideration
of the air-drop plan during his
televised town hall meeting with
children Saturday.
Airdrops would mark the first
significant increase in U.S.
involvement in the Yugoslav war
since U.S. Secretary of State Warren
M. Christopher that the United States
would lake an active role in trying to
end the conflict among Serbs,
Muslims and Croats.
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service
ID <!«£»..

subject to challenge because it does not allow
suspects to continue driving while they appeal. But
even the American Civil Liberties Union, which
opposes both bills, acknowledges that its legal
argument is weak.
The House and Senate will try to work out a
compromise in conference committee before the
legislative session ends next week. Similar bills
passed both houses last year, only to have the
compromise fail moments before adjournment.
Supporters predicted there will be no repeal of last
year's collapse, in part because they are not waiting
until the last minute to hammer out a final version.
Each house passed its bill by more than 2 to 1.
Meanwhile, critics complain that taking a license
before a suspect is tried is inherenUy unfair.
— LA. rimes/Washington Pott news
service

RICHMOND— Accused drunk drivers who fail
breath tests when stopped by police in Virginia
would have their licenses suspended immediately,
even before they are tried in court, under legislation
approved Feb. 19 in both houses of the General
Assembly.
If the tougher of the House and Senate plans is
signed by Gov. L. Douglas Wilder, Virginia would
have one of the toughest drunken-driving laws in the
nation.
"There are still too many drunk drivers on
Virginia's roads, and this legislation is the single
most important thing we can do to reduce the
number of injuries caused by drunk driving," said
Del James F. Almand (D-Arlington), who sponsored
the House proposal.
Under both versions, drivers whose Mood-alcohol
content is measured at 0.10 percent or more would

Budget cuts and the end of Soviet threat mean smaller armed forces, according to U.S.
News and World Report Listed below are projected cuts for NATO personnel.
Projected Size
370,000*

Present Size
447,000

NATO Personnel
Germany
France
Britain

Uni
The Netherlands

* More reductions are likely.
SOyRGE; U.S. News and World Rep^l Feb. 22
JANET DRISCOLL/THF BREEZE

House select committees face extinction
WASHINGTON — It is their mission
to monitor the nation's efforts to care
for the young, feed the hungry, heal
the drug-addicted and minister to the
aged, but these four House committees
could be the first to go as Congress
restructures itself.
Among 27 House committees, the
select committees on children and
families, hunger, narcotics and aging
are more vulnerable to reform-minded
cutbacks because they lack
jurisdiction over legislation and,
except for the Select Committee on
Aging, were formed as temporary
panels. Until now, they have been

routinely extended for another two
years at the start of each Congress.
The House, on a test vote that
surprised its leadership, last month
rejected a two-year extension of the
Select Commiuee on Narcotics Abuse
and Control, which top Democrats
considered the most popular of the
four panels.
A Democratic vole count found the
majority opposed an extension
through December, and House leaders
are unlikely to schedule a floor vote
unless they have enough votes to win,
according to a congressional source. If
there is no floor vote, the four

committees will disappear March 31.
Rep. Patricia Schroeder (D-Colo.),
chairwoman of the Select Committee
on Children, Youth and Families,
doubted select committees would be
spared, even temporarily. She is the
only woman to head a congressional
committee. "I think they're probably
dead," she said. "They're gone."
Their elimination would save S3.7
million and trim 91 jobs, supplying
anxious lawmakers with proof of
"change" in Congress that angry
constituents have demanded.
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service
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Restaurant
ALL STUDENTS WITH 49 THROUGH 70 CREDITS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 84TH
If the last
digit of your
student ID
number is:

You will be
tested in the
following room:

At the
following
time:

BURRUSS 44
BURRUSS 44

9AM-12.PM.

|2JHARRISON A2Q5
HARRISON A205

1PM-4PM

I
T

9AM-12PM]
IP^PM

MILLER 101
MILLER 101

I
I

9AM-12PM
1PM-4PM

GODWIN 342

I

9AM-12PM

CODW1^42

4 I ANTHONY SEEGER AUD. I
9 I ANTHONY SEEGER AUD. I

1PM^4PM

9AM-12PM
JPM^PM

Questions? Call the Office of Student
Assessment at x6706. Thank you for helping
us make JMU an even better community!
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«r» music lives 4m Mi'arrtmr*nfi**sr-g

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

,-Cabe Cerire host
Open State • FREE dot dog bar & cbili
Miv-RASTARAFIKI ■
Dance to Jah! Rhythm

■

ri

n<M.-Mi|0 Pish Band J
■
M,»-syMByr£
I
Grunge metal Seattle style • 2 Bands for $3
Mw—RAARA SETE.Seii World Beat Dance Muzik!
Saturday—TI|J Funk ^oclz I
Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at l(h00 or 10:30!

#
Individual leases
Covered bj-1 shelter
Weight Room
Bus rv up every 15 minutes
►Basketball courts
it walk to JMU
• Volleyball courts
Designated Driver program
m • 24 hour Maintenac e
Full-size washer & dryer
ailable Ample, well-lighted parking
■i
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Ashby Crot ing

:w

on Lane,
Harrisovfi urg, VA 22801
432-1001
ours: 9-5 Monday - Friday
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday
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AAUP holds open forum on faculty role in
university structure:
The JMU chapter of the American Association of
University Professors is holding an open forum on
"The Role of the Faculty in University Governance"
Feb. 23 at 4 p.m. in the Tidewater Room of the
Warren Campus Center. For more information,
contact Bob Bersson, x6500.

Gender Wars and Household Chores

A recent poll of 555 married adults showed that gender battles over household chores
continue. The poll was conducted by Special Report Network. Some responses ...
•46% of men have cleaned a toilet
in the past week; 60% have
^t^
vacuumed; 57% have changed jTT^I
U

»42% of women and 35%
of men argue about chores,
'61 % of women washed
the car in the last month.
•26% of women still do all
the housework;!
•14% of men.admit
they've botched chores to
get out of doing them
again.
•Given the choice between
watching a man wash
dishes or dance naked 61% said wash, 24% said
dance.

BSA sponsors week of events for Black
Emphasis Month:
The Black Student Alliance will be holding events
throughout the week to celebrate Black Emphasis
Month.
• Monday: a Faculty and Student Soul Conclave
will be held in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 p.m.
• Tuesday: Na'im Akbar will speak in the P.C.
Ballroom at 7 p.m. .
• Friday: the Harlem Boys Choir will perform in
Wilson Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
• Sunday: BSA will hold Casino Night in the P.C.
Ballroom at 8 p.m.

MATT SCHWABEL/THE BREEZE

CISAT sponsors environmental seminar:
The College of Integrated Science and
Technology is holding the seminar ','Environmcnial
Issues Impacting the U.S. Textile Industry." The
seminar will be conducted by Dr. Mitchell Strauss
and Dr. Gary Moore, both of the Institute of Textile
Technology in Charlottesville on Feb. 26 in Miller
Hall, room 109 at 3:15 p.m. Refreshments will be
served at 3 p.m.

Dessert tasting event to benefit charity:
A Checkbook Party/Dessert Tasting Event will be
held Feb. 28 at 6 p.m. at the First Church of the
Brethren, 315 S. Dogwood Dr., Harrisonburg to
benefit Mercy House, Harrisonburg's shelter for the
homeless.
The event will feature a variety of desserts and
appetizers, music by the Broadway High School
Singers and a video presentation about Mercy
House's program. Tickets are $5. For more
information, call Mercy House at 432-1812.

SGA is sponsoring commencement
speaker competition:
The Student Government Association is
conducting a competition to determine which senior
will deliver a commencement address during the
May graduation ceremony. Speeches should be
submitted in writing by March 18 to Karen Ruhl,
P.O. Box 1281, or the SGA office. Finalists will
present Iheir speeches orally on April 12. For further
information, contact Ruhl at x7471.

New show offered at planetarium:
Wells Planetarium in Miller Hall will be showing
"Planets and Perception" on Thursday nights at 7
p.m. through April. The new show examines the
difficulties early observers had in building an
understanding of the universe. "Winter Skies," a
show about the slats and constellations will follow at
8 p.m. For information about group showings, call
Charles Ferguson at x3845. Admission is free and
open to the public.

2.2 Tuesday
Pre-physical Therapy Society meeting, Burriiss Hall, • University Spirit will be selling low-priced letters
room 32,6 p.m.
and Greek paraphemelia, Sigma Kappa house
• "A Celebration of Women in Prose and Poetry,"
basement, 4-7 p.m.
Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m.
• JMU Friends of Vietnam Service and Social Group • Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m.
meeting, Showker Hall, room 521,7 p.m.
• SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.
• Madison Scholar Lecture, "Russian Intelligentsia:
The Conscience of a Nation," by Dr. Mary Louise Loc • Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.
Miller Hall, room 101,7:30 p.m.
• "Bowl for Life," sponsored by First Right, meet at
• College Republicans meeting, Jackson Hall, room Godwin Hall bus stop, 8 p.m.
103,8 p.m.

•' Nursing Career Day, RC. Ballroom, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. • "Seminar on Long-term Effects of Sexual Violence
on Maternal Health," sponsored by nursing
• Pre-Veterinary Club organizational meeting, Burruss department and Citizens Against Sexual Assault,
WCC, Highlands Room. Registration begins at 8:45
Hall, room 243,7 p.m.
a.m.
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
p.m.
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.
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HIGH:
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36°

LOW:

35°

LOW:

23°

Partly Sunny

Partly Sunny

Partly Sunny
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For students who don't have time to wait
around, the RMH Emergency Department
has a track for you!
Fast Track patients will be treated for minor
illnesses and injuries in an hour or less.
During peak hours, a medical team is devoted
exclusively to treating minor emergencies.
And best of all, the quality of care is never
compromised. The Rockingham Memorial
Hospital Emergency Department is the only
emergency service with the staff and facilities
to treat ALL emergencies.

SKB 433-3776
M7T&

425 N Main St

'

'

| RMHEmergency Department
A SERVICE OF ROCKINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

235 Cantrell Avenue, Harrisonburg • 433-4393

You'll value these Savings
on our Meals!

+ tax
(each pizza)
One large pizza with
L^UMITEI^TOPPINGS...

Hill

+ tax

Any large
one item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)

y$\ Don't Miss
M Our Exit!

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*

•••r favorites'.

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
• City Bus Service to JMU
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Furnished Apartments
Ceiling Fans
• New Lower Rates
Mini Blinds
• Student Individual Leases
Small Pets Welcome*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management

Souiae HILL

Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30
Sat & Sun. 10-5
■ Some restrictions apply
;
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg, VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 24$ East on Port
Beouoiic Road to too of hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office.

434-2220
'**
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Forum
CONTINUED from page3

Firestone said problems with sexual
been a preacher of abstinence, I've
conduct and birth control tie into -the
always been a condom person."
breakdown of traditional families.
But another member of First Right,
"Parents are passing the role of
junior political science major Tim
social education to the schools," she
Cooke, said he's "against birth control
said. "I have ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ MMi^MBMBaaMH because
it
a
real
interferes with
problem with "In the next 10 years
the process of
that."
procreation."
ft in atd abortion won't be an
First Right
representatives
Firestone issue at all. With the
were
didn't have a . , ,-^0
. ,.
disappointed that
realistic AIDS epidemic, our
the forum did
perspective.
...
, ,
not
address
•usgreat to country will need to
tougher issues
such
as
information focus on and
unwanted
from
pregnancies and
families, but restructure the entire
the effects that
until you get
abortion has on
families sex education system. women and
together
society.
you're going
Others
Leslie Leip present
to have kids
assistant professor of disagreed,
that
are
missing out
that sex
political science saying
on necessary
education was an
sex education. That's dangerous.
important part of the debate.
Looking for an immediate solution to
"In the next 10 years abortion
the sex problem should be our first
won't be an issue at all," said Dr.
priority."
Leslie Leip, assistant professor of
She also criticized anti-abortion
political science. "With the AIDS
groups for not taking a stance on birth
epidemic, our country will need to
control.
focus on and restructure the entire sex
But McCullough said that within
education system."
First Right, members do not agree on
After the discussion, Leip said, "I
the issue.
think [the forum] was an essential
She said she encourages teaching
outlet for the students to discuss
youth about birth control. "I've never
varying viewpoints."

THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU
GET A $25,200 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.
The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to
$25,200 for college through the Montgomery GI Bill Plus the Army
College Fund.
Here's how it works. You
contribute $100 a month for
the first year from your $630plus monthly starting salary.
The government then contributes its share, $9,600 from
the Montgomery GI Bill plus
$14,400 from the Army College Fund for a four-year
enlistment
Army opportunities get
better every day. If you qualify, you could train in one of over
250 challenging and rewarding high-tech skills in fields like
avionics and electronics, satellites and microwave communications, computer and radar operations-just to name a few.
It makes sense to earn while you learn. For more information
about getting money for college, call your Army Recruiter today.

Call 703-434-6691
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.*

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

A moment of silence
An unidentified woman places a wreath on one of the
hundreds of crosses erected at the Field of Blood near
Fishersville. Saturday local church volunteers blessed
crosses to replace those that were recently vandalized.
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OPEN FACULTY FORUM
"The Role of the Facu I I y
in University
Tuesday,
Governance"
February 23ril
4s00PM
Tidewater Room,
Warren Campus
Center
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FRAMED POSTER SALE
SOME

$49
MOST $59
OvERsizEd $69

pnici includes PRINT, CUSTOM MEIAI FRAME, qUss, diiy MOUNT, ETC.

Frame Kits
25% off
Dry Mounts 25% off
VAIIEY MAII (NEXT TO WATSON'S)

4 5 5 ' 1 804
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CUNTON

PRLPARE.S FOR THE STATE

YOU'RE 5VKB hlOVOOY'S 60VUA
fs£lie.Hb£K im HIODLE-CMSS
TAV-CUT STUFF?

VJAAAA! THE
POLITICIANS

OF TUE UNION
PVBUC DOESMT EXPECT
TO Live UP TO THEIR. ,,

Dart...
To the Student Government Association for
not bothering to solicit student opinions before
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder was chosen as the
graduation speaker. We do not want Wilder as a
part of our graduation memories.
Sent in by three pissed-off Wilder opponents.

Pat...

III

Clinton's budget cuts

You could hear the Republicans miles from
Washington. 'Tax and spend again," they
cried after Bill Clinton delivered his State
of the Union Address. And they were right.
On the surface, Clinton's proposals fit the tax and
spend mold — tax hikes to increase revenue and
increased spending to stimulate the stagnant
economy.
And the country has seen this tax and spend
mentality before. Under President George Bush, who
never sent a balanced budget proposal to Congress,
federal government spending increased by $332
billion while revenue only increased by $158 billion.
But Clinton's proposals to cut $253 billion in
spending are not the typical tax and spend policies.
These proposals include a freeze on government
workers' salaries, a reduction of the government
work force by 100,000, a $72 billion cut in the
defense budget and a $91 billion cut in entitlements.
The cuts in the defense budget are sizable, but
don't come close to reaching pre-Reagan fiscal
figures. In 1980, $134 billion was budgeted for the
nation's defense. This year $274 billion is going for
defense. Clearly, the military could and should
undergo cuts even greater than those Clinton
proposes.
Clinton's most dramatic spending cut is the
increase in the amount of Social Security benefits
that are taxable as income — saving the federal
government approximately $21 billion. This increase
in social security tax demonstrates that nothing is
sacred in Clinton's mind. Federal government
workers, the military and the elderly are all being
asked to sacrifice along with the rest of the country.
This sacrifice is necessary to offset Clinton's $30
billion short-term economic stimulus package due to

create 8 million jobs by 19% and his $160 billion
"rebuilding America'' package that includes money
for education, health care and community
development.
Yes, there are also substantial tax increases,
including an energy tax, higher personal income tax
and corporate tax. But increases in personal income
tax are minimal, except for those individuals who
make more than $140,000, and the energy tax would
cost (he average household about $150 each year.
No one likes the idea of paying more taxes, but
Clinton's plans seem to reconcile increased spending
needed to solve economic problems and increased
revenue necessary to decrease the deficit. According
to projections, Clinton's proposals, if approved by
Congress, would decrease the deficit by 38 percent
in four years — a significant accomplishment.
But Congressional approval is uncertain. Congress
has a long history of fiscal irresponsibility. The
American people must make it clear to their
representatives that they support Clinton's plan,
especially his cuts in federal government spending.
Lobbyists for the elderly, federal government
workers and the military are going to be pressing
Congress not to cut their funding. The American
people must press harder.
If the nation has any chance to gel out of this
situation everyone has to sacrifice. Sacrifice now
will bring prosperity later; putting it off will only
allow the deficit to grow and the economy stagnate
longer, making future change that much more
painful.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

Q^C^...tmnagbigedtor QnrtJaxb^... opinion edtor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 word* and will be publUhed on a ipacc available bwt».
They must be delivered to Toe Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p,tn_ Friday
the Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and ipage.
The opinion* to dmsection do cot nec««ariryteflect the dp«nlt»^

To the Student Government Association and
the Administrative Council for changing the
way students are appointed to university
commissions and committees. The Commission
on Student Services will now review
applications submitted by students who want to
serve on committees and commissions and
make recommendations to the president's office,
giving students more representation in the
appointment process.

Dart...
A ferocious dart to the insensitive students
who leave their pets (dogs or cats) tied to trees,
handrails or bicycle racks during classes. Not
only is this cruel and inhumane, but think about
how you would feel being tied up for hours on
end. You wouldn't like that, would you?!
Sent in by James Hurley, a peeved People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals supporter.

Pat

• ••

To the Faculty Senate for recommending
longer, more frequent, open student/faculty
forums so that more students, faculty and
administrators can get involved in discussing
important problems at this university.

Dart...
To students who insist on working on the
computer reserved for laser printing in the
campus computer labs, when those printers
should only be used for printing. You should be
more considerate of those who simply need to
print.
Sent in anonymously.

Pat..
To Henry Schiefer, assistant vice president of
finance, and William Jackameit, assistant vice
president for resource planning and policy
studies, for running to represent JMU's
concerns on the Commonwealth One Federal
Credit Union board of directors.
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Clinton's plan 'doomed to fair
President Bill Clinton's State of the Union
stimulate the economy. The mild downturn in 1990
speech was not very traditional. (Is anything in this
was worsened by a combination of regulations and
new administration traditional?) From a publictax increases, and that mistake cost George Bush a
speaking standpoint, it was wellsecond term in the White
delivered and clear. I don't think
House. You can't make an
that Clinton should have dwelt on
economy more prosperous by
the details so much as the ideas
neaping burdens upon it.
behind his plan, but that's neither
Clinton is fond of talking
HERESIES
here nor there.
about the long-term prosperity
Unfortunately for the country,
that he wants to create. He
-Eric Johnson
his plan is doomed to fail.
would do well to remember
Congress agreed to raise taxes and
that government cannot create
Iowa spending in 1982,1984,1987, and 1990. They
prosperity, it can only tax prosperity. The federal
kept their word on raising taxes, but didn't lower
leviathan is created by confiscating 24 percent of
spending a bit.
our, repeat our, money.
The 1990 budget deal was supposed to reduce
The current debate over taxation obscures a basic
federal deficits by $500 billion over five years.
truth: the property we own and the money we earn
Instead, the deficits will be $707.8 billion more than
should be ours. A government has to take away a
before the deal. That's a total error of about
portion of that wealth for its legitimate purposes.
$1,200,000,000,000 — not a promising sign.
When a government starts wasting our wealth, we
The illness is not hard to diagnose. Congress is
have to fight back. In the liberal's lexicon, this
addicted to spending our money, and it will not stop
attempt to keep our own money is called "greed.*'
whether the president is a Democrat or a Republican.
Think of it another way. When government
Money is power and power is what draws men to
confiscates the fruits of our labor, it is forcing us to
politics. Asking a politician to voluntarily limit his
work for it whether we like it or not Slavery, in
spending is like asking a pianist to play only in one
purely economic terms, is not a 100 percent income
octave.
tax. Therefore, we have to set up limits past which
Politicians will do things when they are forced,
government will not go in order to preserve our
however. If Clinton had the solid backing of the
freedom.
country in the last election, he might be able to twist
The founding fathers set up such a limit in the
some congressional arms into accepting his proposal.
Constitution. The federal government was not
But with 43 percent of the vote, the president cannot
allowed to tax our incomes directly. But in 1913 the
effectively threaten any recriminations. The Senate
states ratified the 16th Amendment, which gives
just voted to uphold the ban on HIV-positive
Congress unlimited power to tax our incomes.
immigrants by 76-23, sending Clinton a resounding
Originally, this was supposed to be a "millionaire's
defeat on a relatively minor issue (the ban only
tax." Sound familiar?
affected 600 people.) If Clinton's plan gets passed in
As Minority Leader Bob Michel said after
its entirety, it will be nothing short of a legislative
Clinton's speech, "When you hear a Democrat call
miracle.
for taxes, ask not for whom the tax rises. It will rise
Assuming this miracle happens, the plan will fail
for you."
because of its bad economics. No economic school
of thought recommends a huge tax increase to
Eric Johnson is a sophomore history major.

Letters to the Editor
Human Relations Week
to challenge student beliefs
To the editor:
The Council of Campus Leaders would like to
invite all of the JMU and Harrisonburg community to
participate in Human Relations Week from Feb. 22 to
March 2. The goal of this week is to unite students of
all races, ethnic groups, genders and sexual
orientations. The planned events will educate students
on different perspectives and challenge their existing
beliefs.
The events will include the following:
Monday, 7:30 p.m., P.C. Ballroom
Cillia performance hosted by WXJM
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.. P.C. Ballroom
Speaker N'aim Akbar, as part of Black Emphasis
Month. Co-sponsored by Multicultural club.
University Program Board and CCL.
Thursday, 5 p.m., Women's Resource Center, Logan
Hall
Citizens Against Sexual Assault will hold a
prevention workshop.
Thursday, 7:30 pjn.. Business Building rm. 105
"Ethics in America's Business" Panel discussion
Saturday, 1-4 p.m., Hillside Hall Project
PRIME Workshop (Prejudice Reduction Involving
Maximizing Education) — Please contact Student
Activities to reserve space.
March 2,8:30 p.m., Highlands Room
Mulu-culturalism at JMU roundtable discussion
The Council of Campus Leaden would like to
thank all organizations involved in making Human
Relations Week a success. We encourage all students
and faculty members to participate in this week's
activities.
Mono Gravooo

Amy Won
co-coordinators of Human Relation* Week

Underground committee masterminds student demise
The steady stream of water coming from the
shower suddenly blinks. Uh-oh. I know what this
means — a toilet was just flushed within a 10-mile
radius of campus and in approximately one
nanosecond my slightly steamy shower will turn into
a scalding death trap. I react. My arms and legs
flailing, I bust a spastic running man-like dance
move, narrowly avoiding the water.
Wrapped in the safety of my towel after the
narrow escape, I wonder how the toilet water and
shower water are related. I remember my uncle's dog
used to drink water from the toilet. He is dead now.
My uncle, I mean. The dog is fine. He received a
large inheritance after my uncle passed away and
now enjoys mixed 2000 Flushes Blue toilet drinks.
Anyway, I believe there is a shower-toilet
conspiracy operating here. And I know who is
behind it. Follow my simple two-part method for
assigning blame: 1. The problem is on the JMU
campus. 2. It has to be the administration's fault
But don't think I'm just ripping on the
administration. The administration should be praised
— this is a mastermind scheme. Heck, they should
vote themselves a fully financed, three-week
vacation to the Bahamas!
(WRITER'S NOTE FOR STUDENTS ONLY: I'll
let you in on what I'm doing. I realize the
administration will be using student fees on their
trip. But once they're gone we'll investigate the
shower scandal and any other schemes the
administration is working on!)
(WRITER'S NOTE FOR ADMINISTRATORS
ONLY: Don't forget to pack your boogie boards!)
Anyway, I think I know how the whole operation
works. I just saw a list of campus committees. All of
them have serious, important-sounding names like
Assessment Steering Committee and the Institutional

EYES OF
THEKAIS
— Rob Kaiser
Review Board for Research Involving Human
Subjects. But I believe there is another committee
not listed — an underground committee strictly
dedicated to pulling practical jokes on students.
They hold secret meetings in places where
students never go, like the upper floors of Wilson
Hall, and throw out ideas. A few years ago one
committee member must have said "Hey, why don't
we weld the shower water pipes to the toilet water
pipes. And we'll rig it so every time a toilet is
flushed within a 10-mile radius of campus, fire water
will shoot out of the showers."
A few weeks later administrators started sending
memos to the committee that said, "I just saw
another student with half their face scalded off! I
can't stop laughing! Keep up the good work!"
And I bet the scalding showers scheme isn't the
only one this committee has come up with. Just look
around. My RAP sheet has philosophy and religion
as a liberal studies requirement and the schedule of
classes always lists a number of philosophy and
religion courses. But every time I try to register for
one of these courses, it's closed. I believe there
really isn't a religion and philosophy department.
This is another brilliant scheme the committee has
put together. It works in a circle. The committee sets
the unfillable requirement. Students can't graduate.
They send more tuition money to the administration.
The administration grants the committee more
.-..

J

funding. And the committee creates new schemes.
Sunday brunch at D-Hall is another brilliant
scheme. I never understood before why we have
brunch — now I do. It is an elaborate plan put
together by the underground committee to get rid of
leftovers. And I don't mean D-Hall leftovers. They
toss in post-dated Dukes sandwiches, crusts left in
recyclable pizza boxes and scraps from biology labs.
Then, they serve it at brunch under the title "Turkey
and Mashed Potatoes." And we, the clueless
students, still drag ourselves out of bed because they
bribe us with an ice cream sundae bar.
Actually, I think most people go to brunch for
another reason — to see two totally different groups
of students sit down together for a meal. The first
group wears ripped jeans or sweat pants, smells like
campus after a good rain and talks about who they
hooked up with last night. The second group dresses
in their Sunday best, smells like Obsession and talks
about who they hooked up with last night. I'm just
kidding, of course — the only time you really smell
Obsession is when you come across the perfume's
nausea-enducing ads in magazines.
However, we can't let ourselves be dragged off
the topic at hand. That's just what the administration
wants us to do. I bet they try to distract us by starting
rumors like the one whereby you get an automatic
4.0 GPA if your roommate kills himself. We can't
fall into their traps. We need to launch an
underground committee investigation right now.
But first I'm going to tie my roommate up in the
shower, make him sign a suicide note and flush
every toilet within a 10-mile radius of campus.
Rob Kaiser claims he has seen members of the
underground committee madly flushing toilets
around campus and snickering vindictively.
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Black Emphasis Month & the art
Boys Choir of Harlem brings variety of sounds, harmony tof
by Cindy Ballentine
staffwriter

performance, rehearsal attendance and
progress, as well a balanced sound.
The group's wide range of music
includes classical pieces, contemporary
songs, gospel and spirituals. Special
emphasis is given to the works of black
composers.
The group's popularity and recognition
has grown with several television
appearances, including the PBS series,
"Great Performances: Ellington and his
Music." In 1980, the Choir was the
subject of a documentary, "From Harlem

From the streets of Harlem to the
steps of the White House to JMU
the Boys Choir of Harlem has taken
an assortment of music all over the globe.
The choir has toured in France, the
Netherlands, Germany, England, Jamaica,
Japan, Spain, Italy and Canada. In the
United States, the group has performed at
the White House, the opening session of
the United Nations General Assembly and
the celebration of Nelson Mandela's
arrival.
JMU will experience firsthand the
sound of the 35 young singers Friday at 8
p.m. in Wilson Hall as part of the College
of Fine Arts and Communication's Encore
Series.
Now in its 24th season, the group has
grown from a small church choir into a
performing arts corporation. The choir has
come to represent not only international
excellence in music, but in child
development as well.
Along with performance experience,
choir members are also given tutoring and
counseling. A statement from the choir
describes its mission of supporting young
people through the arts.
VINCE RHODES/THE BREEZE
"We feel that one of the most rewarding
experiences for a child is to be creative," to Haarlem: The Story of a Choirboy."
states a release from the choir. "If the Most recently, they have appeared on
children in our community are given a "Good Morning America," "20/20," "60
wide variety of opportunities to be Minutes" and "The Today Show."
Many attribute the success of the group
creative, we will keep a large number of
to
its director and founder, Dr. Walter J.
them off the streets arid enrich their lives.
Turnbull.
An accomplished singer,
"In an area of the city where 85 percent
Tumbull
earned
his master's and doctoral
of our students read below grade level,
degrees
from
the
Manhattan School of
motivating institutions such as the Boys
Music.
He
has
been
honored by New
Choir of Harlem are a matter of life and
York
with
the
Eleanor
Roosevelt
death."
Community
Service
Award
and the
Ninety-eight percent of choir members
National
Association
of
Negro
Musicians
attend college after graduation from high
and received the President's Volunteer
school.
Founded in 1968 as the Ephesus Action Award on behalf of the Boys Choir
Church Choir of Central Harlem, the of Harlem from former president Ronald
Boys Choir of Harlem was incorporated Reagan.
On Friday, Tumbull will be leading the
in 1975, and now has 250 boys and girls
young
singers in a wide selection of
between the ages of 8 and 18.
music
from
Mozart's Coronation Mass to
The choir is now divided into four
"I
Believe
in
Music" arranged by Linda
groups —-training and preparatory
Twine.
A
portion
of the program will also
trebles, concert and girls choirs. The
feature
music
by
jazz greats Scott Joplin
performing choir coming to JMU is the
and
Duke
Ellington.
all-boys choir. Members of the boys choir
Tickets may be otdered through the
come from all over New York City,
Masterpiece
Season Box Office in
although many are from central Harlem.
Harrison
Hall
at
x7000. The cost is $850
Chosen from the 50-60 member boys
for
JMU
students,
seniors and children
concert choir, the performing choir is
and
$12
JO
for
the
general
public.
selected on the basis of academic

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BOYS CHO

The 35 members of the Boys Choir of Harlem wil perform 8 p.m. Frid
Wlson Hall Auditorium.

Poetry, music, dance performai
highlight African-American art:
byLynneWolf
staffwriter
Music, dance and poetry provide the
beat for a celebration of the arts for
Black Emphasis Month.
African-American expression through
performance art will be the focus of Soul
Conclave II tonight at 7 in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre.
According to director and senior Eric
Quander, the cast of Soul Conclave II joined
earlier this semester out of a need to find a
creative outlet for their feelings. The program

is "an important gathering" of
many of whom have never rec<
training.
"I feel the cast is better con
what is going on [in the per
because they feel it themselve
said.
The performances will incl
original poetry by the cast a
favorites from black poets.
Senior Thomas Houchens ant
Shanta Jasper have choreograph
be accompanied by African
contemporary music.
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Upcoming

rts

at JMU

JMU
• "Lynette Molnar: Talking Back," Feb.
15-March 19, New Image Gallery, Zirkle
House.

ter Five

Jazz group continues to jam
by Anne Marriott
staff-writer
Pulling back his saxophone, the musician
bends slightly, and puts his lips to the
instrument. As he wails out a solo, the
drummer smiles and waits his turn to jam.
The jazz group After Five performs at a
crowded Tully's to JMU students and locals.
But this group isn't like most other college
bands. Not only has it managed to "sustain the
test of time," it plays a different type of music
than the usual local band music.
Freshman Ryan Benton and freshman
drummer Nate Smith claim that all it takes to
become a true lover of their music is
understanding.
"Once you understand it, that's it," Benton

> CHOIR OF HARLEM

Friday in

ances
rts
t" of performers,
r received formal
r connected with
: performances]
selves," Quander
include reading
ast and selected
is and sophomore
graphed dances to
rican, jazz and

PHOTOS BY ROB CALVCRT/THE BREEZE

(Top)Frefthman Nate Smith plays
drums and (above left) senior George
Koonce plays vibraphone for After
Five.

said. "You're a jazz-head. We've converted so
many people. We have fun, and the crowd has
fun."
Part of the reason for its faithful following,
senior vibraphone player George Koonce said, is
the group's insistence that all shows can be
enjoyed by all ages.
Junior saxophone player Sam Rucker said
that for most of their shows, without the all ages
policy, many of their friends wouldn't be able to
come out and see them.
"It's a good thing to do that's out of the
norm," he said. "People will be able to grow
with the group."
Three years ago, Koonce put together a group
for the spring JMU Star Search competition. He
pulled together some of the "finest" jazz players
on campus, and together they became After
Five.
The name was chosen to epitomize style. "I
wanted a name that denotes a classy type of jazz
group," Koonce said.
At the time, the group had no intentions of
staying together after the contest. When they
won first place, however, things changed.
According to Koonce, after the competition the
group was asked to play at a function the
following fall and they just couldn't turn it
down.
Although the band has now changed
personnel, they have preserved their style of
playing.
"It's jazz like you've never heard before,"
Koonce said.
Rucker added with a smile, "The atmosphere,
the essence, the aura. People say we play like
old men." In jazz, this is a compliment.
The musicians have an obvious respect for
one another. Koonce said he found a "gold
mine" when he asked Rucker, a two-time Apollo
winner, to play with the group.
And Rucker said that Smith is probably "the
best [jazz musician] on the East Coast"
"I've learned a whole lot," Benton said of
playing with the group. "I just hope that I can
carry on ... not only for myself but for these
guys."
The group says its "success comes from up
above." They also give credit to JMU's music
department, which attracted Smith and Benton
to JMU.
After Five will be playing at Tully's 9 p.m.
Feb. 25.

• "Paintings by Beatrice Krombein," Feb.
15-27, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Printmaking by Tim Crean," Feb. 1527, The Other Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Margo Davis and Roly Martin: MFA
Degree Exhibition," Feb. 23-March 5,
Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall. Opening
reception 8 p.m., Feb. 22.

music
• Concert and Symphonic Bands, 8
p.m., Feb. 23, Wilson Auditorium.
• Brendan Garrett, percussion recital, 8
p.m., Feb. 26, Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium.
• MFAS Boys Choir of Harlem, 8 p.m.,
Feb. 26, Wilson Auditorium. For tickets
call 568-7000.
• Dr. Mellasenah Morris, piano recital,
3 p.m., Feb. 28, Wilson Auditorium.

theatre
• "Working," 8 p.m., Feb. 23-27 and 2
p.m., Feb. 28, Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.

misc.
• Madison Scholar Lecture, 7:30 p.m.,
Feb. 22, Miller 101.
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Shakespearian opera
makes scenes in show
by Jim Heffernan
contributing writer
For many people, the word opera
brings to mind images of the
cultural elite, gigantic halls,
extravagant staging and high ticket
prices. The JMU Opera Theatre's
spring production of "Shakespeare —
Opera Style" did not fit any of these
descriptions.
The opera premiered Friday at 8 p.m.
in Anthony-Seeger Auditorium and
ran through Sunday evening.
"It offers JMU students an
inexpensive way to expand their
musical tastes," Faculty Director
Gretchen Reynolds said.
"Shakespeare — Opera Style"
incorporated the talents of faculty and
students. Reynolds joined student
directors Michael Conley and Jeff
Mitroff, as well as faculty music
director Brenda Witmer and student
musical director Scott M. Williamson.
"The idea was to give students the
opportunity not only to perform, but to
write as well," Conley said.
The opera consisted of five scenes
from time-honored vocal masterpieces:
Gounod's "Romeo and Juliet," Verdi's
"Falstaff," Handel's "Julius Caesar,"
Britten's "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," and Cole Porter's "Kiss Me
Kate." Each scene ran approximately

15-23 minutes in length.
"We felt a full-scale opera would be
infeasible for a spring performance,"
Reynolds said. "Basically, we were
looking for two things — variety and a
musical challenge."
Conley said, "We tried to use a
variety of music from different eras to
give students an idea of how certain
composers wrote."
But the task of writing, directing, and
presenting "Shakespeare — Opera
Style" proved to be more of a
challenge than the directors had
expected.
"The biggest problem has been
student schedules," Conley said. "The
choreography depended on every
person being there."
The facilities in Anthony-Seeger Hall
also affected production, the directors
said. Dealing with a smaller stage and
an antiquated lighting system that does
not allow for fading has forced the
opera to rely on minimalism.
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE
"The acoustics are wonderful, This weekend 'Shakespeare — Opera Style' included i
though. That's been one of the big from Cole Porter's 'Kiss Me Kate.'
surprises," Mitroff said.
"The aim is toward simplicity and clever and entertaining production.
The opera's singers dressed in either
unity
of theme," Reynolds said. That
"I think it's a good introduction for
basic black or black-and-white
puts
the
focus
on
the
singing
and
the
the
JMU student to opera," Mitroff
costumes in each scene. The opera
music."
said.
itself uses few props, and the stage
In spite of its simplicity,
Reynolds said, "We've had a lot of
backdrops are rudimentary.
"Shakespeare
—
Opera
Style"
offered
fun
with it. We hope to combine the
"You have to do with what you
charming
vocal
and
comic
talents
of the music and theatre
have," Mitroff said.
performances that constitute a fresh. departments again in the future."
■ mn

■ imn
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Club's raves spar „
local techno scene
Dn a crowded room, colors blink to the
frenetic beat of electronic music while a
video screen flashes risque film clips in front
of dancers going wild on the floor.
It's a good night for a rave.
Raves, or dance parties, often take place in large
clubs, abandoned warehouses or huge fields where
partiers dance to techno/industrial music.
The techno sound resembles a video game on 45
speed. A mixture of hip-hop, disco and early 1980s
music, techno is a new genre gaining popularity.
Sophomore Ryan Ballou, who goes to raves in
New York and Washington, D.C., said that people's
attitudes are what makes a rave different from other
dance parties.
"Raves are the Woodstock of the '90s," he said.
"Everyone gets along with everyone else and it's a
really friendly atmosphere."
Saeed Younan, a George Mason student who was
the disc jockey at the Asian American Student
Conference rave in January, said he has worked
raves in D.C. and Virginia Beach and was impressed
with the JMU audience.
"It was a great mixture of people, and they were
really energetic," Younan said. "They told me I
should expect 200 and after I left they said the count
was about 400.''
Younan said raves are unique because of the
variety of people they attract.
"People of different races get together and it's so
peaceful,*' he said. "In a rave you know everybody
because everybody's there for the same thing."
Senior Uyen Dinh, who went to the AASC rave,
said that in spite of its success, she doesn't think
raves will catch on in Harrisonburg because the

lighting and sound equipment isn't available here.
"Harrisonburg is a little conservative for that," she
said. "And you need so much equipment, people
don't think the interest will quantify a rave."
Still, the rave scene has found a place in
Harrisonburg this year.
JMU senior "DJ Coil" is a techno/industrial DJ
who holds "techno parties" at the Harrisonburg club
Players once a month. He prefers to use his stage
name, due to the nature of the shows and past cases
of harassment. He said techno came from acid house
parties held in warehouses in the 1980s. He said
these underground raves were successful simply
because so many people showed up.
"With 5,000 to 6,000 people the police couldn't
do anything," he said.
When the raves got too popular, though, he said
they changed.
"They're not underground anymore. Any time you
take something that's underground and bring it to the
foreground it degenerates."
Coil said raves today are no longer techno parties,
they're much more tame. He said his shows can be
shocking, though.
During his Saturday night parties Coil shows
everything from computer animation and
psychedelia to bizarre film clips and tame erotica on
Players' wall-size video screen.
David Morani, the owner of Players, said he has
gotten calls from people who threaten to picket the
party. He said one group that made a threat
eventually came to the show, and once inside seemed
to enjoy it.
Coil said the videos are "more amusing than
shocking. It relies on basic themes: sex, God, drugs,

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY MATT 8CHWAa£L/THE BREEZE

Computer animation and techno music are part of the rave scene gaming local popularity.

COURTESY OF DJ COIL

and machines — that's the e tent of the shocking
nature.
"People who grow up in D.( . become accustomed
to it, but people who aren't Irom large cities don't
always appreciate it," Coil said.
Morani said the videos aren't offensive. "It's
nothing you don't see in a Madonna video."
Coil said his mother Linda comes to every show.
Morani said, "If his mom doesn't have a problem
with it, no one should."
She said she thinks the sows are innovative and
exciting.
"I enjoy it," she said. 'Any artist's ideas will
offend some people, whether it's art, music,
literature or theatre, and if people are offended they
should not attend, read or participate."
Morani, a JMU graduate with a degree in
marketing, said the techr o parties have really drawn
crowds, and that's what te's looking for.
Coil's shows each h^ve a different theme, from
"techno hell" to "techno sex," and the next one will
be "techno masochism.
Morani said all of ihe publicity has come from
Coil himself.
"He does all the work and there's always
surprises," Morani sari.
The show feature "special prizes" at midnight,
but Coil won't revea' whatihey are.
Even Players' regulars seem to enjoy the show.
Morani said they were surprised at first, but about 70
percent stayed for the party.
Partiers have even come irom Roanokc,
Charlottesville and D.C, Morani said
"People are really excited," he said. "It's an event
and they really come as if it's a party."
The first party was on a Tuesday night this fall,
but it sparked enough interest so that when Coil
started playing on Saturdays, more than 400 people
came to every show.
"I get calls from the day after a techno party to the
day of the next one," Morani said, and all of them
want to know when Coil will be back.
Coil now plays the last Saturday of every month,
but because he graduates in May, April will be the
last show.

Article li> Jessica Jenkins
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WALK TO CAMPUS
4 and 5 BR UNITS
FULLY FURNISHED
5 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 A.M. -10:00 P.M. 434-3509
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Fraternity Items
Balfour Jewelry
Shirts

Glassware

Screen Printing

Custom Party Items
University Mall, Upper Level]

10631 Braddock Road
Fairfax, VA 22032
(703) 278-8202

Mon-Fri 10-7 Sat 10-5 j

SPRING BF/zAK '93
LAST CHANCE
>$- TO SAVE!

SPECIALS!
MimiCA
COMPLETE!
CANCUN

$459DBL
$369QUADS
COMPLETEl!
Don't miss out on this year's
hottest destlnatlonslOur packages
are proven to be the bestl Trips
Include Roundtrlp Airfare, Hotel
accommodations tor 7 nights,
Roundtrlp Transfers, Hotel Taxes &
Gratuities, discounts, FREE Rum
Parties and much morel!

?**%
^ravrvQSREkKv
For The Lowest Prices
& The Best Trips, Call

1-800-426-7710

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
money you don't send to Washington
Every year, a lot of people make a
works even harder for you. Down the
huge mistake on their taxes. They
road, that can make a dramatic difference
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
could be saving for retirement.
A
range
of allocation choices—from the
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
guaranteed
security of TIAA to the
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
diversified
investment
accounts of
SRAs not only ease your current taxCREF's
variable
annuity—all
backed
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
by
the
nation's
number
one
retirement
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension system.
Why write off the chance for a more
and Social Security benefits may not
rewarding
retirement? Call today and
cover. Because your contributions are
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
SRAs can help you enjoy many
taxes now. And since all earnings on
happy returns.
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
Benefit now firm, tax deferral. Call our SR A hotline 1800-842-2733, a*. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it T
CRFF ccnitiuics uc disultolcd by TIAA-CREF;««»«*/./ ml bvaiuikxvlSOYKCI. For manamhm infonmUoa. Inch,dlntcrmtci mdenpenxs. all
l-Sm-Mlzm. CSOI6 for, prospectus. Red !/r proycdul artfully before you mveue wnd money.
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Dukes sneak
past Tribe, fall
to Monarchs

JMU stops Richmond 78-73
Win puts Dukes in position for top seed in CAA tournament
by Ian Record

by Mike Wissot

senior writer

contributing writer
The JMU women's basketball learn
split a pair of Colonial Athletic
Association games over the weekend,
beating William & Mary 66-64 Friday
in the Convo and falling to Old
Dominion 67-44 in Norfolk yesterday.
Old Dominion clinched the CAA
regular season championship with
their win over the Dukes, moving to
11-0 in the conference. JMU's record
now stands at 14-9 and 7-4 in the
CAA.
Junior forward Celeste Hill was the
game's high scorer with 14 points,
whiler ODU freshman Shonda
DeBerry grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
the Monarchs.
The Monarchs buried the Dukes
early, jumping out to a 16-4 lead early
in the first half, and pushing their lead
to 44-16 near the end of the first half.
Kara Ratliff led JMU with 10
points.
Friday night was a different story,
as the Dukes, still fighting with only
eight healthy players, held its breath in
the waning moments, and barely
defeated William & Mary 66-64.
Sophomore guard Christina Lee
Lee nailed two crucial free throw
shots to give JMU the lead with 13
seconds left to play in the game and
seal the win. Lee was the game's
leading scorer, sinking 19 points for
the Dukes.
William & Mary dropped to 7-14,
1-9 in CAA.
The game remained close from the
tip-off to the final sound of the buzzer.
"I really think that they outplayed
us," head coach Shelia Moorman said.
"We were very fortunate to win
tonight."
The Dukes shot a dismal 29.7
percent in the second half, while the
Tribe averaged 44.1 percent in the
entire game. William & Mary outshot
JMU and maintained control
throughout the game.
Offensive rebounding kept the
Dukes in the game, despite poor
shooting. JMU pulled down 22
offensive rebounds and converted on
many of their follow-ups. The
defense looked sluggish.
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman
was not pleased with the Dukes
intensity on the evening.
"I want them to get a little more
serious as athletes and begin to focus a
litde bit better," Moorman said.
Sophomore guard Mary Eileen
Algeo said, "We didn't get after them
like we should have."
The inexperience of William &
Mary proved to be its own downfall,
committing four turnovers in the last
MOORMAN page 22
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RICHMOND — Move over
Richmond — it's your turn to ride
shotgun.
That's the message the Dukes sent
the Spiders as they defeated their
Colonial Athletic Association rivals to
regain the conference's driver's scat,
beating the Spiders 78-73 at a sold out
Robins Center Saturday.
The win moved JMU, now 177overall and 9-3 in the CAA into a
three-way lie for first place with
Richmond and Old Dominion, but
more importantly gives the Dukes the
tic-break advantage in head-to-hcad
matchups with only two games
remaining. JMU destroyed Richmond
90-70 earlier this year at the
Convocation Center and have now
swept the season scries with the
Spiders for the first time since 1983.
"It was a great team effort. Now if
we can win two at home than we can
win the conference regular season, "
JMU head coach Lefty Driescll said.
"But I don't think the first seed in the
tournament ensures you of anything.
Everybody in our league is pretty
lough."
JMU picked the right time to break
out of its road slump, winning its first
contest away from the Convo since
beating George Mason University
three weeks ago. The Dukes were
coming off a loss to Old Dominion
Wednesday night, a game where the

Jeff Chambers and the Dukes held Kenny Wood to only 11 points.
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Dukes dominate Colonial waters
Both men's and women's swimming & diving teams take CAA titles
by Alison Boyce
staff writer
What started out as a dream
turned into reality Saturday as the
men's and women's swimming and
diving teams both captured the CAA
Conference Championship crown in
Wilmington, N.C.
"This is a great feeling," said Sid
Cassidy, first-year men's coach. "It
was a real team effort. I really feel
we deserve it because we worked the
hardest."
Both Cassidy and women's coach
Judy Wolfe earned CAA Coach of
the Year awards for the performance
of their teams.
"She deserved it," freshman
Kristen David, who swam on four of
the winning relay teams, said. "She
worked us really hard. It topped the
year off with winning the season and
CAA championship."
The women's team rolled over the

competition with 12 first-place
finishes and a meet-record 906
points, earning their first CAA title
since 1987.
Senior Cindy Walker, who was
named Most Outstanding Performer,
was the top swimmer for the women.
She earned NCAA consideration
standards for her finishes in the 50and 100-yard freestyle races.
Junior Erin McDonnell repeated
for the second year as 200-yard
freestyle champion. Freshman
Denice Luviano won the 100-yard
backstroke competition, and was part
of one of the two record-setting relay
teams.
"It was awesome," Luviano said.
"It was great [to win] for the seniors,
because their dream finally came
true. I was happy to get the points
for the team."
On the men's side, the squad
earned four first-place finishes for a
740 point victory. Sophomore Mark

Gabricle won his second CAA title
in the 100-yard butterfly with a
meet-record time of 49.45. He set
another record in the 200-yard
butterfly, finishing at 1:49.69. Both
times met NCAA consideration
standards.
Sophomore Gian Pozzolini was
the only other men's individual
champion for the Dukes. His 49.64
time in the 100-yard backstroke set a
conference record, and he set a JMU
record of 49.54 as lead-off man for
the 400-yard medley team.
Cassidy attributed some of the
success to the intense training
schedule he enacted upon his arrival.
"We went through a rigorous
training session in the season," he
said. "I think all the discipline and
work paid off."
Various
swimmers
also
mentioned the preparation that went
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Men oust Maryland; women fall to VCU
byMfceWlssot
contributing writer

■ i

Both the men's and women's tennis teams held
the first home matches of the season this weekend,
with the men's team defeating Maryland and the
women falling to Virginia Commonwealth.
In the first game under new head coach Steve
Secord, the JMU men's tennis team defeated
Maryland in a best four-out-of-seven match Saturday
afternoon.
The Dukes played the doubles matches first, led
by the No. 1 team of sophomores Brian Phoebus and
Landen Harper. Although Phoebus and Harper lost
8-4, the No. 2 and No. 3 teams won, giving the
Dukes a one-point lead.
Freshman Matt Rowe and sophomore Kevin Long
defeated their opponents 8-4, while junior Shawn
White and sophomore John Lisak triumphed in an 80 shutout
"I think Shawn and I played as well as we had to,"
Lisak said. "We probably relaxed a little more near
the end of the set."
Leading by one, JMU only needed to win three of
the six singles matches. Rowe, currently JMU's No.
1 singles player, won his first set in a tiebreaker 7-6
(7-4) and the second set 6-4.
"I was hitting the ball pretty hard," Rowe said.
"My opponent looked slow and he missed some of
his shots because he was rushing."
The Dukes captain Jamie Samuels defeated
Maryland's Jamie Leal in another close match, 6-4
and.6-3.
"Jamie's got a lot more experience than most
players," Rowe said. "He was playing his kind of
game, and that's what made him win."
Phoebus sealed off the victory for JMU by
winning a tough match of his own. He was leading in
the first set tiebreaker 6-0, when his opponent came
back to even up the score at 6-6. Phoebus fought
hard to win the tiebreaker 8-6 and end the match in a
6-2 victory set.
"I figured that if I could win the last few points,
then I'd have an easier time winning the second set,"
Phoebus said. "I got more confident in my shots."
Long said, "Their team was a little inexperienced
and slow. They weren't real quick on the ball."
The remaining three matches were stopped

MICHELE LUM/THE BREEZE

No. 3 seed Darian Smith tost her match
6-2, 6-2 to VCU's Ivi Moortot Saturday.
.'If
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Matt Rowe, JMU's No. 1 seed, defeated his opponent 7-6, 64 Saturday afternoon.
because JMU would win regardless of the outcomes.
Harper ended his match with a 5-4 lead, Long had a
5-2 lead, and White split his first two sets when
action was stopped.
"I wanted to finish," Long said, "but I'm happy
as long as the team gets the victory. Besides, I was
glad to get some singles in."
Secord, who recently replaced Drew Whitman,
received his first victory as head coach.
This was the first time I've ever seen them play
in a match." he said. "It was good to see them play
well against Maryland."
Secord, a former JMU player, has adapted well
with his team.
"He can get us motivated before matches,"
Phoebus said. "He can relate to us well because he's
been out there before."
Secord will try to prepare the Dukes for their
tough opponents this season and find the best
players for the singles and doubles divisions.
"I'd like to get them strong in the conference,"
Secord said. "I'm just trying to see who is going to
fit in for the rest of the season."
Out of the 11 players on JMU's roster, there are
seven sophomores and one freshman. "We all have a
good future on our team," Lisak sajd.
The team is young," Secord said. "They're
working hard and getting better and stronger. I'm
looking forward to working with them."
The Dukes kick off CAA play at home March 2
against William & Mary.
In women's action, JMU fell to VCU by a score
of 7-2.
With No. 1 singles player Jody Craybas out due
to injury, and head coach Maria Malerba loo sick to
attend the match, the Rams proved to be too much
for the Dukes to handle.
"VCU is one of the strong teams we're going to
play this season," freshman Meredith Jamieson said.
"It was hard to play a team of that caliber right off
the bat"
Jamieson and sophomore Deb DeYulia were the
two singles winners for JMU in the fourth and sixth
seeds, respectively. VCU swept the Dukes in all
three doubles matches.
"We definitely wanted to do well, but we knew it
would be one of our hardest matches," DeYulia
said. "We playtd them in the fall, so we knew they

Despite the loss, the outlook for the season
remains bright The team will be heading to Florida
over spring break to compete against notoriously
tough teams from the sunshine state.
"There's some tough schools down there in
Florida, so we should get in a lot of practice,"
DeYulia said.
Jamieson was also positive about the remainder of
the season.
"As long as we play steady and beat the teams
we're capable of beating, we'll be fine," Jamieson
said.
The women's team will next meet up with the
Maryland on Tuesday.
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First seed Caroline Cox dropped her
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Changes coming for athletics, intramurals
Stadium to be built for soccer and lacrosse, and student recreational center scheduled for '95
byJoeKormk
sports editor
JMU sports will have new facilities soon,
including a new stadium for soccer and lacrosse and
a new student recreational center.
The soccer and lacrosse stadium will be built on
the land JMU owns across Interstate 81.
"At most universities our size you don't have all
the athletic fields right in the main part of campus,"
said Brad Babcock, executive associate athletic
director. "In the long run it will help with parking
and accessibility for visiting teams so they won't
have to come onto the main part of campus."

V-

Soccer and lacrosse get new home
Two new athletic facilities for the men's and
women's soccer teams and women's lacrosse team
are being built across the Interstate near Reservoir
Street. Ground breaking is set for mid-April and the
new facilities should be ready this fall.
One facility will be a new stadium with four sets
of bleachers, a scoreboard, underground sprinkler
system and a building that will house a training
room, bathrooms and storage room for equipment.
The other facility, a sodded practice Held shared
by three sports, will be built next to that new
stadium. A road will be built from Reservoir Street
to the new fields.
"I think it will benefit those programs," Babcock
said. "Even though it is going to be a little farther
away, I think the students who really want to go to
the games will still come.
"There's still a chance that this won't go through
on time," Babcock said. "If that's the case then all
three sports will have to play on the men's soccer
field. If that happens they'll be playing on dirt by the
end of the season."

Football gets new practice field
The field next to the baseball stadium, which has
been used for the men's and women's soccer games,
will become a football practice field.
"Anybody will tell you that practicing on astroturf
day after day is bad for an athlete," Babcock said.
"Practicing on grass should alleviate that problem."
The Dukes use the grass field next to Godwin Hall
for practice occasionally, but the field stretches only

Driesell
CONTINUED from page 19

Monarchs nailed 17 three pointers.
"This win was very important for
us," senior swingman William Davis
said. "After losing on the road, we
know we have to come ready to play
every night."
Junior forward Michael Venson,
who had been averaging only four
points a game this season, sparked
JMU's offense in the first half,
racking up nine points, three offensive
boards and three assists in only. 11
minutes of action. Venson finished the
game with IS points and five
rebounds.
"It was an added plus playing like
this against a team like Richmond,"
Venson said. "We got psyched up and
came out and played our best"
Driesell said, "Mike had some good
games this year, but not in the tough
games. Hopefully this will give him
some confidence."
A 15-2 run, ignited by five straight
points from Venson, propelled the
Dukes to a 39-26 half time lead. JMU,
who ranks among the national leaders

GRAPHIC COURTESY JMU RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The JMU student recreational center is scheduled to be completed by fall off 1995.
about 40 yards. Babcock said that field will be used
for recreational activities.

Student recreational center to be built
The field next to the Convocation Center, which
has been used for women's lacrosse, is the site for
the new student recreational center to be completed
by fall 1995.
The $18 million recreation center was proposed
based on a needs assessment study done in 1988.
"Through the assessment we found that we were
lacking in a lot of areas — especially the free weight
area," said Kathy Koch, assistant director for
recreation in the office of student activities. "Every
place we have right now is swamped with students."
Recreational activities now share Godwin Hall
with varsity athletics and the kinesiology and dance
departments.
"I think you will see [the department of student
activities] expand," Koch said. "With a whole

in field goal percentage, got many of
their points on layups and shot 64
percent on the game.
"They got a lot of easy shots,"
Richmond head coach Dick Tarrant
said "The hole was dug so deep in the
first half it was hard to climb out. We
lost to a very good team tonight."

DoubUDigit Dulles
William Davis
Michael Venson
Bryan Edwards
Paul Carter

19
15
14
10

Venson said, "We got a lot of
opportunities down low and we
capitalized on their mistakes."
JMU also posted one of their
stronger defensive performances of
the season, holding the Spiders to 47.5
percent shooting.
"We put a lot of pressure on the
guards and tried to take them out of
their plays, and it worked," said senior
point guard Bryan Edwards, who

building to ourselves we will be in total control of
what we do and we'll have some new programs."
The new recreation center will have two 5,000
square-foot weight rooms, one free weight and one
circuit equipment. The center will also include a
pool, a multi-purpose gym, four intramural size
basketball courts, aerobics and martial arts rooms, an
elevated track for running and a lighted, football-size
outdoor artificial turf field which can be used for
intramural sot thai 1 and soccer.
"Hopefully, we'll notice a big difference in the
number of people who turn out," Koch said. "It's
only a three-minute walk from [Godwin]. I guess the
students are going to have to make that decision."
Some other changes for next year include a
second tier to the current Convo parking lot which
will nearly double the capacity of parking, and a
drainage base for the new parking lot which is being
constructed across the street from the Convo. Both
will be completed by the fall.

finished with 14 points.
The Dukes carefully nursed a
second-half lead, never letting
Richmond get closer than three points.
Davis proved to be the momentum
stopper, hitting nine of 11 second-half
free throws.
Davis finished with a team-leading
19 points and eight rebounds, and kept
himself in the running for CAA Player
of the Year. The senior sixth man has
averaged over 25 points in the four
games against Old Dominion and
Richmond.
"I told him [at the start of the year]
he wasn't going to start and that he
should get used to it," Driesell said.
"Now he has gotten so used to it that I
want him to start and he doesn't want
to. If he keeps playing like he is, he
can do what lie wants."
Senior forward Paul Carter also
scored in double figures, racking up
10 points on 5-for-6 shooting. The
Spiders were led by junior guard Mike
Hodges, who scored 19 points, but
JMU held Richmond's leading scorer
Kenny Wood to 11 points on 5-for-14
shooting.

Richmond managed to narrow the
lead to 64-60 with less than three
minutes left, but Edwards iced the
victory with an NBA range threepointer with 2:03 remaining and the
shot clock running down.
"The defender played off me, and I
was comfortable from where I was, so
I took the shot," Edwards said.
Tarrant said, "It was a big-time
shot. A three-pointer at the time was
pivotal."
With its road schedule concluded,
JMU returns home for their final two
regular season games, facing
American University Wednesday and
George Mason Saturday.
"We were disappointed after losing
to ODU, but we came in here and
played well, and beat a solid
Richmond team," Driesell said. "It
was a great win for us."
The CAA tournament is slated for
March 6-8 in the Richmond Colesium.
Davis said, "If we go into the
tournament with the No. 1 seed, it will
be a big emotional lift for us. But in
the tournament we can't take anyone
lighdy."
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Using a little
elbow grease
Senior Dan Matoney, a
manner of HM JMU martial
arts club, demonstrates his
unusual skil by breaking four
cement slabs with his efcow
in the Hanson Hal TV lounge
Wednesday night.
The demonstration was part
of a program to further the
knowledge of self-defense
techniques on campus in
crises situations.
The program at Hanson Had
was the first in the series run
by the martial arts dub.
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Moorman
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Swimming

CONTINUED from page 19

CONTINUED from page 19

few minutes of the game. William & Mary could
only manage two points over the last five minutes of
the contest before eventually dropping the game to
the Dukes.
"William & Mary is a young team that's going
through the process of learning how to win,"
Moorman said. "They just tend to self destruct down
the stretch."
The turning point in the game came when junior
point guard Gail Shelly forced a W&M turnover with
3:43 remaining.
"We got a couple of plays that pumped our kids
up," Moorman said. "Gail Shelly made a big
defensive play."
The Tribe finished with three players in double
digits. Junior forward Marilyn Gayton led W&M
with 14 points, while senior center Rebecca Day vault
added 12. Junior forward Ashleigh Akens grabbed
12 rebounds, 10 of them in the second half to aid the
Tribe's effort.
As the one-minute mark passed in the second half,
Marilyn Gayton silence the crowd with a bucket that
put W&M up 64-63.
Lee brought the Dukes back, driving the lane and
drawing the foul. Lee drilled both free throws, giving
the Dukes a one-point lead with only 13 seconds left
in the game.
"I was really nervous tonight," Lee said. "That
was my first time in a JMU game in a pressure
situation."
Gayton's desperation shot failed, and Shelly
connected on one out of two free throws to ice the
win.
The Dukes have three conference games left at
Richmond and George Mason, and home against
American before the CAA Championships in
Norfolk on March 11.
"I think it's time for this team to recognize that
they can accomplish pretty fantastic things, in spite
of all the adversity," Moorman said.

into getting ready for the season.
"This is a big time for the whole team," said
Pozzolini, who transferred this year from Penn State.
"I trained twice as hard as I ever had. The training at
Penn State was half as difficult" as this year. .
Senior Erik Doetsch also found the training to be
an adjustment.
"It was a big change," he said. "It was a lot more
serious, and required us to be a lot more serious."
Both squads were excited to be on the winning
end of the scale.
The men won the CAA division last year, but the
women have finished in second place the last three
years.
"I've never been on a winning team like that
before," David said. "I don't know how to describe
it. It was so intense, so much spirit. It gives you so
much adrenaline."
Cassidy was also enthusiastic about the team's
win.
Right before leaving for the championship, the
men's team got together for what Cassidy dubbed an
"I Believe" session.
A large white sheet was signed by each member
of the team with what each believed could be
accomplished at the championship.
The sheet then was hung in the stands in
Wilmington for everyone to see and for
encouragement.
"That seemed to bring the team together," Cassidy
said. "It's a great memento for us to have."
Cassidy also said that winning the championship
"has been one of our goals. This is one of the most
exciting times in my career."
The men's team will participate in the ECAC
championships in Buffalo, N.Y. the weekend of
March 4-6.
The women will also be traveling to Buffalo Feb.
24-27 to participate in the Eastern Women's Swim
League Championships.
'
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Kara RatJrff had nine points Friday night.
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
New men's tennis coach
named
Steve Secord has been name the head
coach of the JMU men's tennis team.
Secord replaces Drew Wittman, who
resigned to take a position with the
United States Tennis Association in
White Plains, N.Y.
Secord played at JMU from 19871991 and was a key member of the
Dukes' CAA championship teams in
1989 and 1991. A two-time captain and
former Most Valuable Player with the
Dukes, Secord posted career records of
67-34 in singles and 63-34 in doubles.
Secord, from Dumphries, has been the
assistant tennis professional at Montclair
Country Club in Dumphries and at the
Willow Oaks Country Club in
Richmond.

Wrestling edges
William & Mary
Sophomore Todd C romp ton's pin
over Walt Preston in the 190-pound bout
clinched JMU's 25-14 win over William
& Mary Saturday.
The victory assured JMU of at least a
.500 season as it moved to 8-7 overall
and 1-4 in the CAA.
Sophomore Jude Arena picked up his
team-leading 20th win of the season
with an 8-3 decision over Noah
Tempkin in the 142-pound class.
The Dukes close the regular season
Feb. 24 at George Mason. The CAA
championship tournament is scheduled
for March 5-6.

JMU wins state
fencing title — again
The JMU women's fencing team took
its sixth straight fencing title Saturday at
Hollins College, and JMU senior Elaine
Schoka won the individual title for the
third year in a row.
JMU's varsity team won the seventeam tournament with 48 points, beating
out second place Sweet Briar who
finished with 30 points.
Junior Lynn Mulhern took second
place in the individual tournament for
the third year in a row.
JMU moves on to regionals and will
try to get a bid to the 12-team NCAA
tournament.
-TTTTrTTTTTTr^Tr-.
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JMU Results
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday, Feb. 20
Richmond
JMU 78, Richmond 73
James Madison (78)
Plaver
Min EG EC £ & A
Ritter
18 4-4 1-2 9 2 1
Carter
28 5-6 0-1 10 4
Chambers 29 2-3 0-0 4 4
Edwards 32 2-4 9-1214 3
Culuko
22 1-5 2-2 5 1
Robinson 7
0-1 0-0 0 1
McLinion 8 0-1 2-2 2 0
Venson
29 6-7 34 15 5
Davis
27 5-8 9-1319 8
Team
200 25-3926-367828 11
Three point goals: Edwards 1-3,
Culuko 1-4. Davis 0-1
Richmond (73)
Plaver
Min EQ EC E & A
Weathers 10 1-3 0-0 3 1 1
Wood
34 5-14 0-0 11 4 2
Springer
24 7-8 1-1 15 5 0
Jarmon
35 1-7 0-0 2 0 3
Burroughs 35 2-8 2-3 6 0 6
Weaver
9 0-2 0-0 0 2 2
Johnson
9 1-10-0 2 0 0
Fleming
12 4-8 3-3 13 1 2
Hodges
25 8-8 34 19 6 0
Meager
7 0-2 2-2 2 10
Team
200 29-6111-13 73 2616
Three point goals: Weathers 1 -2.
Wood 1 -2, Jarmon 0-5. Burroughs 03. Fleming 2-5
Richmond
26 47 — 73
James Madison
39 39 — 78
Turnovers — JMU 15. UR 11<
Blocks — JMU 2. UR0;
Field goal percentage — JMU 64.1.
UR47.5
Attendance — 9387

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Sunday, Feb. 21
Norfolk
ODU 67, JMU 44
James Madison (44)
Plivcr
Mia EG El £ K A
Hopkins 29 0-8 44 4 7 1
Algeo
32 3-8 0-0 6 7 2
Woodson 17 34 2-2 8 6 0
Lee
39 3-9 0-0 6 3 1
Shelly
40 1-72-2432
Powell
3
0-2 0-0 0 11
Gurile
11 34 0-0 6 0 1
Ratliff
29 4-10 2-2 10 4 1
. Team
200 17-52 10-10 44 34 9
Three-point goals: Shelly 0-1, Algeo
0-1
Old Dominion (67)
Player
Mia EG EC E Jl A
26 6-10 2-2 14 5 3
Hill
Reynolds 30 3-8 34 9 6
30 3-8 0-2 6 4
Gilmore
20 3-7 34 9 8
Huntley
22 4-12 0-0 8 4
V.Plas
Singleton 10 2-6 3-3 7 2
19 4-6 2-3 10 11 0
DeBerry
Robinson 16 14 24 4 0 l
12 04 0-0 0 0 l
Picache

Team
200 26-68 18-22 67 47 13
Three-point coals: Reynolds 0-2, V.
Plas 0-2, DeBerry 0-1, Picache 0-1
James Madison 16
28 — 44
Old Dominion
44
23—67
Turnovers —JMU29, ODU 18
Blocks —JMU 2, ODU 8
Field goal percentage — JMU 32.7,
ODU 38.2
Attendance —1,055

WOMEN'S FENCING
Feb.20-21
Hollins
Virginia State Championships
Varsity team results:
1. James Madison, 48
2. Sweet Briar, 30
3. Hollins, 27
4. Mary Baldwin, 21
5. Virginia Tech, 21
6. Randolph-Macon, IS
7. Virginia, 6
JMU bout records in team
competition:
Elaine Schoka — 12-0 Lynn Mulhern —12-0
Julie Tock—12-0
Julie Benson —12-0
Individual championships:
I.Elaine Schoka —7-0
2. Lynn Mulhern — 6-1
3. Julie Tock —5-2
7. Julie Benson — 1-6

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Saturday, Feb. 20
Kent, Ohio
Great Lakes Invitational
Team Standings:
1. Kent, 272.60
2. William & Mary, 263.30
3. Radford, 261.95
4. Pittsburgh, 261.00
5. James Madison, 255.00
Floor exercise:
1. Landress, Kent, 9.60
Top JMU: Todd Mtrcer, 9.4
Pommel horse:
1. Landress, Kent, 9.80
Top JMU: Mike Onuska, 8.25
Still rings:
1. Derek Kish.Kent, 9.70
Top JMU: 3. John Seelcy, 9.40
Vaglt:
1. Severino, Pittsburgh, 9.45
Parallel bars:
1. Landress, Kent, 9.30
Horizontal bar:
1. Landress, Kent, 9.85
All-around:
1. Landress, Kent, 56.20

TRACK AND FIELD
Feb.20
George Mason Invitational
Men: First place finishes —
Hawkins, 55-meter dash; Roney,
55-meter hurdles
Women: First place finishes —
none.
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WRESTLING
Saturday, Feb.20
Harrisonburg
JMU 25, W&M 14
118 — Smith (JMU) def. Maffei,
5-4
126 — Sharma (WM) tech fall
Wade (20-3), 6:04
134 — Long (WM) pinned
Chang, 5:08
142 — Arena (JMU) def.
Tempkin 8-3
150 — Frey (JMU) def.
McNaughton 10-8
158 — Gray (JMU) def. Neely
12-3
167 — Smith (JMU) def. Knapp
12-5
177 —Coldiron(WM)def.
Henson3-l
190 — Crompton (JMU) pinned
Preston, 2:09
HWT — Washington (JMU) def.
Satell 13-3
JMU was deducted one point for
unsportsmanlike conduct

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS

•>

Saturday, Feb. 20
Towson, Md.
Towson State Invitational
Team Standings:
1. Towson State, 189.20
2. North Carolina, 186.80
3. Maryland, 186.55
4. William & Mary, 185.35
5. James Madison, 184.70
6. Temple, 184.40
7. Pennsylvania, 182.85
Balance beam:
l.Linarducci,TSU,9.75
Top JMU: 12. (tie) Liposky, 9.50
Floor exercise:
l.Linarducci,TSU,9.70
Top JMU: 9. (lie) Wells
Vaulting:
l.O'Keefe.TSU^.SS
Top JMU: 4. Murphy, 9.25
Uneven parallel bars:
1.0'Keefe,TSU,9.75
Top JMU: Murphy, 9.55
All-around:
l.Linarducci.TSU, 38.20
Top JMU: 14. Wells, 37.05

MEN'S TENNIS
Saturday, Feb. 20
Harrisonburg
JMU 5, Maryland 1
Singles:
Rowe (JMU) def. Loomis 7-6,64
Samuels (JMU) def. Leal 6-4,6-3
Phoebus (JMU) def. Ashworth 76,6-2
Doubles:
•
Loomis-Ashworth (UM) def.
Harper-Phoebus 8-4
Rowe-Long (JMU) def. SchultzLeal84
Whire-Lisak (JMU) def. LipitzAlive 8^)
. ■■* *'
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Humor
THE FAR SlUE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
HAHA.' I
CANT WAIT
TO PLASTER
SOMEBODY
WITH IT.'

MASBE YOU COULD
REALITY
CONTINUES PUT IT SOMEPLACE
WHERE SOMEONE
TO RUIN
M LIFE.
WILL WALK

WOW ARE YOU

GOING TO
PK.K IT UP f

NOBODY GWES \ DID YOU SEE HOW
HIS VEINS
THROBBED?

I'M NOT GOING TO DO THIS \
HOMEWORK.' C'MON, LETS
J
GO OUTSIDE.'_/

She was known as Madame D'Gizarde. and,
in the early '40s, she used deceit, drugs and
her beguiling charms to become the bane
of chicken farmers everywhere.

'.

■

CMON.
TELL
ME!

NELL. LETS JUST
5M ITS SCMETUING
THAT MIGHT
COME IN HANDS
TODAY

WHY? WHAT
HAPPENS

WENE GOT A
WSTOW TEST,

'.ODAY?

REMEMBER ?

SO WHAT NOOLDNT "*W AND
DID MOW
THE PRINCIPAL
BRING? BOTH L\IC£ TO
KNOW.'
A 80MB7

C)
"Excuse me, sir, out could your entire family please
step out of the car? ... Your faces are not In order."

OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb
50, U/HAT
WBXT?

ANOTHER VIEW
OF EXTKATfcftRtSfWALS.
THE Movie

rP0P)« OH MY GOO!

****** B!

Cet OUT OF TH£RE /
AAAAA6H ,'SCRE£E!
5PLURT! AR6W! TONESY?
WHAT A
MiscoAjcepTio
|

\-

it

«/

> Y6A»,J.

\
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VERISIMILITUDE/^*/ Coulson

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters

G: I JOE'S LESSER KMdM4sJ
BROJUER-G.I BILL

mtpooptf$jxMce

»>

THE JUNGLE/ Holly Weeks
|ftW...T>Ol'DtTeCTA^AL0US
GLIMMER IN TUOSE EYES,
SAMMY?

SUC^SfWFFlN -1>
V/eePIMGWIlM ENVY!

■

■«■««...
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assistant graphics
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editor.
bJ
Macintosh experience with Aldus
Freehand and QuarkXPress is
helpful.
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Apply by 5 p.m. March 1. Send a
coyer letter, resume and three
examples of work to Heather
OTsfeil, editor. If you have any
questions, call X6127.

<?<:
«^K

...Invites undergraduates
to apply for the position of
Student Member of the
Board of Visitors

Minimum Qualifications
• Sixty credit hours earned at
James Madison University
-J

A 3.00 cumulative grade
point average
Currently registered for at
least twelve semester hours

Order your
college ring

NOW.

JOSTENS

AMERICAS COLLEGE RING™

DATE: Feb 23-24
TIME: 10-3 p.m.
PLACE: Grafton-Stovall
DEPOSIT: $10

Significant involvement in
campus activrties

Interested students may
obtain an application in the
Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs
(Alumnae Hall, Room 107)
s.::'s.-ss.:-s.-.;:-.-.-

(Applications should be
returned in person by
the deadline, 5:00PM,
February 22, 1993)

Satisfy your "suite" tooth! You can reserve suites on
campus for the 93-94 school year. You can have the best
of both worlds - living with a group of your closest
friends and On-Campus service and convenience.
CReservation details will be included in your Spring
I Information Packet, mailed to you in March.

JMU Residence Halls

Where the Living Is Easy!

•yy-.

,
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FOR RENT

16MUUTT2WALK
ON SOUTH MAIN ST.
1BRAPT.

MR duplex (Hee everything) - June
1,1983. $48rjrmo 434-2100
501 High - 4/2 BR. Next to campus.
Available August $135/mo. 433-1010
Townhouse - Furnished, tomato, JMU,
3 Mocks, HID. Available August. $150.
434-1040
1BH apis. - Short tooaoe avwtade. 4
blocks on Dutohmil Court Exceptional
valua. Chsck us out. $315/mo. 4342100
181344 ksw available - Spacious
rooms, nics houses noar JMU ft town.
$180-$235/mo., amenities. 433-3025,
x3784. Special deals for pre-planned
groups. 5RM&3RM
For rent - 4BR, 2 bath condo.
University Place. W/D, range, DW, MW,
refrigerator. Furrsthed, availabto Aug.
Ijfc.Calcoltoct, (703) 584-2277.
Hawkins Street - 4BR, 2 bathe,
completely furnished, $195, water
included. 433-8822
UalveraHy Place - 4BR, 2 baths,
completely furnished, $186, individual
lease. 433-8822
University Place - 3BR, 2 baths,
completely furnished. $205/1225,
private bath. Individual lease, water
included. W/D, MW, bus service. 4338822
4 or 5BR townhouse - Unlveralty
Court, 3 1/2 baths, pod. Fa* Vi. 433
2126
3BR apt. - Heat pump, W/D, deck,
quiet neighborhood. Available May or
June. $49S/mo. 266-8472

A
4BRAPT.
434-3509
Non-smoking female roommate
needed to share townhouse wHh single
professional female. $200/mo. including
utilities (except phone). 4334315, leave

4BR house - With large kitchen, 2
baths, living room, W/D, A/C, lots of
parking. $800. (703) 536-2773, Glenn.
3BR houee - Close to campus. August
1-July 31. $200toach. 433-1109
4BR duplex - Close to campus. All
sppfancos, $210/each. 433-1109
2 * 3BR condoe for those who like to
relax at home. Pool, Jacuzzi, weight
room ft much more. Madison Manor,
432-1860. Funkhouser Management
Division. Ask tor Mike I
Summer sublet - Roosevelt Square
BR in huge apt Rent negotiable. 564
0038

FOB SALE
4BR furnished condo - Hunter's
Ridge, owner sacrifice, $66,800. 434-

1819 Suzuki Swift GTI - Black,
dualcam, 16v, 5 spd, 2 dr, 4 seats.
Digital Kenwood tape, 30-35 mpo.
$3750tobo.CaJJon,x5818

HELP WANTED

—Twm
^Poss^e™ eaa^w ■ •*■* ^rss^s^^arsavessas

1 BEDROOM APT. taSOrMO.
2 BEDROOM APT. SS90VMO.
3 BEDROOM APT. SS7B/MO.
4 BEDROOM APT. fBOOrMO.
(Sony, all 4BI. rants at)
ALL APT. NEAR CANTRELL
BRtDQE
ONE OF THE CLOSEST
COMPLEXES TO JMU
OWNER/MANAGERS
THE GOOD APARTMENTS OO
FIRST SO COME BY AND SEE US.

3BR house-323 West Water St Call
434-7853 or 4334807 after 5pm.
May sVor •ummsr sublet - $110. Call
Karri at 433-2137.
Naga Heed, NC - 2 relatively new
houses: fully furnished; W/D, DW,
central A/C; available May 1 through
August 31: sleeps 7-$1500Ano.; sleeps
9 (3itoors)-$1800Mio. (804) 850-1532
2BR house - Hardwood floors,
screened porch, W/D, DW. x3068 or
432-0448.
Coftoge Station - 4 girts, yearly lease.
By owner. CM 4344411.
Hug* 6BR house with kitchen- Living
room, 2 baths, W/D, DW, large
basement 8 attic. $1060. (703) 5362773, Glenn.

Greeks ft Club. - $1,800 an hour!
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, dub, etc pitches in just one hour
A your group can raise $1,000 in just a
few daysl Plus a chance to earn $1,000
for yourselfl No cost. No obligation.
(800) 832-0528, x65.
Outer Banks largest watersports
center hiring enthusiastic persons for
sailing/windsurfing
instruction,
powerboat ft equipment rentals, retail.
Contact Bill Miles. North Beach Sailing,
Inc.. Box 8279, Duck, NC 27949. (919)
261-6262.
Alaska summer employment fisheries Earn $6O0Wweek in canneries
or $4,0OOWmo. on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room ft board I Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female. For
employment program call (206) 5454155.XA5325.
Camps Counselors wanted Magnificent coed weight loss. All sports,
crafts, sewing, ceramics, computers,
WSIs, frieetre, piano, dance, aerobics,
weight training, riflery, backpacking,
kitchen, office. Camp Shane, Femdale,
NY 12734. (212) 877-4644
WoU Trap Foundation Hospitality Summer position available at Wolf Trap.
Duties include grocery shopping,
arranging food ft beverages for
performers' meals ft dressing rooms.
No cooking involved. Must be 21 years
or older. Call (703) 255-1902 for
into/Wervtow.

Challsnglng summer lobe with
, salary ft RM/BD in camps
xfun,i
for disabled persons. Need mala/female
camp counselors, lifeguards ft
specialists in food service, canoeing, ft
campingMatore. In beautiful Blue Ridge
Mountains or near Virginia's East Coast.
Great experience for any future career!
Training provided. Apply ASAP to Camp
Easter Seal, Box 5486. Roanoke, VA.,
24012,(800)365-1656
Wolf Trap Foundation drivers Summer positions available at Wolf
Trap. Mat be 18 years or older ft have
a good driving record. Familiarity with
DC/No. Va./MD helpful. Variety ol
responsirjfties Call (703) 255-1902 for
intoAiterview.
Earn up to $10mr- Are you looking for
great hours? Great $? And a great
experience? Don't look any further.
Market for Fortune 500 companies! Call
now, (800) 950-1037, X17.
Yearbook staff applications available
at Anthony-Seeger RM 217 for editor
positions. Apply today. Applications due

Positions available - Ths Bluest or*
in now hiring tor the 1983-84 school
year for the blowing positions: Editorin-Chief, Managing Editor, Business
Manager, Photography Editor ft Asst
Photo Editor. Applications at AS 217.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Red coat with leather collar.
Lost in Zane Showker 107. Please
return. Cal 4336065.
Loot - Garnet, aquamarine ft
amethyst necklace. Very sentimental I
04432-0337.
Lost - Pearl necklace, on campus or
route four. Extreme sentimental value.
Belonged to Grandmother. Reward:
$501 CM 434-0882. Tammy PLEASEI
Found - Gold ring, heart-shaped
stone. Found near White Hall. Call
Ross, 433-4019.

Typist - Accurate, reasonable, dose
to JMU. Rush jobs welcome. 434-4947
Trouble wth math? Help available! if
you need tutoring for math course,
GRE, NTE. etc., contact David Smith
evenings, 289-5996.
Resumes that work so you can.
Expertly written; typeset. 434-0515

—ROTICE—
For more information ft assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities &
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800)533-5501

Spring Breakl Bahamas crwse, 6 days.
$279! Panama City, rooms with
kitchens, $118, Daytona $148, Cancun
$458, Jamaica $4781 (800) 678-6386

WANTED
Roommate - Fail semester 1093.5BR
apt, dose to campus. x5851

PERSONALS
Adoption - Loving couple unable to
conceive child of their own wishing to
adopt an infant. We can help each
other. Please call collect, Robyn ft
Scott, (703) 742-7081.
Adoption - A life filled with love,
laughter ft lullabies. Happily married
coude hodng to adopt. CaH Jeannie ft
Ken collect. (804) 282-1652.
Party houses - North Myrtle Beach.
Welcome ell groups. Group-leader
discounts. Call Myrtle Beach Tours, 94pm. (703) 250-2125.

$139
$269

Quality accommodations!
Call Joe, Endless Summer
(900)234-7007

_

HUMAN RELATIONS WEEK
February 22 - Moron 2
'Msnasy,Fak.2l 7:30p« PCI
Cats performance heated by WXJM
'Twos**/,Fob.23 7:30pm PC
Speaker: train Akaar, aa part ef
Heck Empties* Month
•Thundiy, Feb. 25 5pm Women's
Rssetme Center, Logan Hall
■ CSbjM Against Sexual Assault
wM held s prevention workshop
7:30pm Buenos* BuMtoglM
- "Ethics n America's Bustaoss:''
Panel dtoeuaeien
•Saturday,Feb.27 1-4pm HMsktoHsl
Pro|ect Prime Workshop (Projudics
redudion Involving maxlmumj
education)
cal Student Active!** to

* Tueedsy. March 21:30pm Highlands Rm
MuttkurluralismMJMU
Rouedtable drecusskwi

Soccar Captain's
Sign-up Meeting

Fab. 24,1993
5:30pm
Godwin 344

OuesttsflsfPtossscaM
Amy Wen, 432-1646 or
Mario Oravetls, 15907
AXP - Thanka for those crazy
Olympics Thursday night! ACT
AXA, nK4>, III - Four ways i*
beat! Love, ZTA.

Want to be a UPB member? Stop by ft
pick up a form in our office. Located
across from the Info desk in the WCC,
X6217.
Attention Pro-Physical Therapy
Society - There will be a meeting
Monday. Feb. 22,6pm, Burruss 32.
AXA - Thanks for gettin' 70s funky
with us! IK
Are Women Good Enough?
Women's Biblical Self Defense
Tuesday, Feb. 23I2:l5em
Maaeanutten Room, WCC
Bring your lunch ...
and a hardhat
Sponsored by PCM

AXA, riKO, ZTA - Thanka for
Saturday night A tor helping us relive
those junior nigh years. rtT
AIA - We're glad you're our Sister
Sorority! Let's have a great semester!
Love.AXO.
Mary Magdalen*: First at In* tomb
Women'. Biblical Sett DetoriM
Tuesday. FA. 2312:15pm
Maaeanutten Room, WCC
Bring your lunch...
Sponsored by PCM

To my prince in a Dodge Shadow Thank you for being my bast friend. Cm
touched in the heart. M

Ashley - Hove ueomuch. Thanks for
making my ysereo passionate. Ugie

Be a start Audition for the 1993
?esidence Hall Appreciation Week
alent Show. March 1-3. Call Christy,
X7314 or Ion, x4650 for more info.

Congratulations Julie C. - III is
proud of you!

AIT - We're glad you're our Sister
Sorority this semester. 6T

Jackie Wind - The beat new SA
around. Tomorrow's the bid day. Cant
wait to meet you. Love your Big SA!

Do you
Sing? Dance? Juggle? Joko?
Shire your talent* In
the 1993 R HAW

AXP - Thanks for the happiest hours
Friday! Love, ZTA.

ATTENTION ALL OAEEkSi
Tuesday, Feb. 23rd
from4-7pm
University Spirit will be in the
Sigma Kappa basement offehng
low priced letters & Greek
paraphernalia 3 day delivery!

ATTENTION' SPfttNO BREAKERS!
PARTY UKEOOOSI
Panama CRy
KeyWaat

Council of Campo*

Thanks IAE ft all our valentines for
Thursday. Love. EC
Congratulations Krtoty Wuf I Beet of
kick as a new Student Ambassador!
Love.AXa

Talent Show
To sudHlon, cell Christy,
or Lori, x4650.

X731 4

IN - W* had a great time Friday
night! Thanks! AXfi
Commuter Student Council meeting
- Tonight at 5pm in the Tidewater room,
WCC. All commuters are invited to
attend.
Have you made the adoption choice?
The Breeze is looking for birth mothers
who have given a child up to adoptive
parents, if you're interested in sharing
your experience, contact Heather OTietl
at X6127.
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"If Only I Had Ordered Qatti's..."

The Best Pizza in Town ... ffon^c

Life is Filled with
Lots of Regrets.
No Coupons, No Qimmicks,
Just the Best Pizza at the Fairest Price.
ATTENTION JMU!
See Mr. Gatti's for
your next
fundraiser,
special event or
multi-pizza orders!

ONE
This Monday Only

FAST,FREE
DELIVERY

QUyou&n&t

FASTFEAST BUFFET
Pizza, Pasta and Dessert

$3.29*

11 AM-1AM Sunday-Thursday
11 AM-2AM Friday-Saturday

Please present coupon when ordering
' Not valid with any other offer.

Call to find out more
$

<

5.53

6.45

$

$

433-0606

6.45

$

($7 price includes tax)

7.37

1 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

($6 price includes tax)

($7 price includes tax)

($8 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

